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Nintendo Poner 8

lets you go behind

the screens!

Nintendo Power Magazine gives you

the power to get into your games, and

now you can triple your power with a

1-year subscription! Just $15 buys 12

power-packed issues - that’s about

three times as many as it’ll buy at the

newsstand price. Plus we'll give you

the FREE Player's Guide of your choice!

Each issue is packed with exclusive

tips and maps you'll need to power

through every level of your favorite

games -- it’s inside information

straight from the pros, and you’ll only

find it in Nintendo Power!
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Put your scores in orbit with

the litmate ty source - a lintendo

Player’s Glide! Choose one FREE with

you- SB aijscriptjon.

NES GAME ATLAS (code 509) - 180 pages of

complete maps for 18 best-sefcg games!

GAME BOY (code 510) - features maps, tvs

and strategies for owr 130 action hits!

MARIO MANIA (code 511) - 170 pages ndudng

iHlepth desorptions of Siper Mario Wort*

SUPER NES (code 512) - 160 pages of inside

information on the hot new games far ttis

l&titpowertnuse!
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? Xinfgtula systems. a Top 20 bil list

union comics ami Ions more — don

— subscribe today!
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* lor incrediblt mmm

first look al all tin

lit.
YES, Get me real POWER!

YES! SEND ME 24 ISSUES OVER 2 YEARS -

Plus my FREE Player’s Guide. Forjust $30 U.S.I

$44.94 Canadian Fluids (includes 7% GST).*

YES! SEND ME 12 ISSUES OVER 1 YEAR -

Plus my FREE Players Guide. Forjust $15 U.SJ
$22.47 Canadian Fiwds (includes 7% GST).*

'

Washington State residents Mm sales tar total $32.46 tor a 2-year subscription and $1623 for 1 year.

;E YOUR PLAYER'S GUIDE: (check one)

O NES Game Atlas(509) [U Game Boy (510)

D Mario Mania (511) Super NES (512)

Please complete and mail this order form to: ttntendo Power Magazine, Attn. Subscrption

Dept, P.0. Bo* 97043, Rednond, WA 98073-9743. Please alow lev to six weeks tor delivery.

Please print clearly with ink:

I’m payingfor my subscription by (Please check one):

Check or Money Order (Payable to Nintendo) VISA MasterCard



More power than

you’ve ever seen

before!

NES GAME ATLAS (code 509)

GAME BOV (code 510)

MARIO MANIA (code 5U)

SUPER NES (code 512)



PUNISH
YOUR
FATHER
WHEN HE
GETS HOME

CNintendcQ

It's time to lay down the law.

in his briefcase on its way
home. You've given him his

chances, but now it's time for

missing...again. Who knows

work bench in the garage,

under his recliner in the den.

him to get his own Game
Boy. He's lucky that it's also

where you'll find it—on his

time for Father's Day.

So your Game Boy’s
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Many readers ofNintendo Power have aspirations to become video game characters themselves! It’s no wonder—video
game heroes always have special abilities. How many times have you slipped off into a daydream about being able to

fly or being able to use magic? Here’s some examples of the many ideas we have received from superhero wannabees.

If I was Yoshi for a day, I would fly all

over and eat everything in sight except

my Nintendo system.

David Dilworth

Portland, OR

I would like to be Dr. Mario. Then I

could cure people and everyone would
be healthy.

Steve Brown
Medina, OH

If I could have the power of any hero

from an NES game, I would have the

power of Lolo. Why? Easy! Not only

would I be smart, so I could ace school,

but I would be cute and adorable. I

could run through people’s legs to the

front of the line in the cafeteria and get

my food first. Having the power of
Lolo would be the best,wouldn’t it?

Evan Murray
Winnipeg, Manitoba

If I could be the Silver Surfer for a day,

I would do what he often does: fly

around on my surfboard in outer

space. Since I would be coated with an

indestructible silver glaze, then I

wouldn’t have to worry about oxygen.

Brandon Fike

Simi Valley, CA

I would be Captain Planet for a day

and have his special ability of destroy-

ing pollutants. I would purify the

ocean and make the air clean and the

land fertile.

My dream is to be Ryu from Ninja
Gaiden. He is brave to avenge first his

father, and now Irene. He is also a nin-

ja. I’m studying martial arts, too! Ryu
has been my favorite character since

Ninja Gaiden.

Eric Wilson
Dexter, MO

I wish I could have the abilities of Link

in The Adventure of Link. I could use

“Spell” to turn my enemies into mon-
sters, “Life” to cure my wounds, and
“Shield” to prepare me for battle. I

wish I had Link s powers for a day!

Justin Head Adam Bonareh
Lexington, IL Belleville, Ml
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We’ve received some terrific letters from

fans who are proud that they've earned NilltGIldo PoW0f
money themselves to buy the things they pi 1 D I

want. Have you taken on a paper route rlOy©r S r UIS6

to save money for a Super NES? Do you P.0. Box 97033
recycle newspapers for extra cash? We
want to congratulate all of our creative

and hardworking fans. Write in and tell

us about your money making ideas!

Redmond, WA
98073-9733

SUPER NES TRIP WINNERS
A lot of things can happen when you send in your Players Poll card! These three

guys got to fly to Seattle last November, see the sights, go to a Sonics game, tour

the Nintendo headquarters, sit in with Game Play Counselors and receive a great

prize: a Super Nintendo
Entertainment System! From
left to right they are: Michael

DeLao, Chris Ruggeri and
Billy McSpedon. Our lucky

contest winners also had a

rare opportunity to test some
Super NES games which
were in the developmental

stages and had not been
released yet.

EDITOR'S CORNER

In Volume 34, the March issue, we ran a column

which listed resultsfrom questions asked on a
previous Player’s Poll questionnaire. The ques-

tions dealt with the changes which were made in

theformat ofNintendo Power. Your answers

gave us an overall view ofyour feelings about

those changes. With this issue and Player’s Poll

questionnaire, we would like to delve a bit deeper

into the issue ofchanges andgetyour opinions on

George and Rob’s Now Playing,the Legend of
Zelda comics and the Super Mario Bros, comics.

Please take the time to fill out the Player’s Poll

card and send it in. Who knows, maybe your
card will be drawn andyou’ll win one ofour

Grand Prizes like our Super NES Trip winners,

Michael, Chris and Billy!

Gail Tilden

Editor in Chief

PHONE DIRECTORY

Nintendo Power Subscriptions

1-800-521-0900

Subscriptions and renewals only.

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Consumer Service

1-800-255-3700

(TDD 1-800-422-4281)

Call For service, general assis-

tance or to change your address
between 4am and midnight
Pacific time, Monday through

Saturday or 8am and 5pm
Sunday.

Game Counseling

1-206-885-7529

(TDD 1-206-833-9714)

Stumped by a game? Call our

Game Counselors (or help

between 4am and midnight

Pacific time, Monday through

Saturday or 8am and 5pm
Sunday. It’s long distance, so

before you coll, be sure to get

permission from whomever pays
the bill.
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LET’S GET
DANGEROUS/

When the burgeoning city of St. Canard is stricken by criminal

occurrences, there’s only one dashing costumed adventurer who
will, uh, dash to the aid of its weary citizens. That eager enemy to

all things evil is none other than Disney’s Darkwing Duck. And
now D.W. is on his greatest case ever in a thrilling, stimulating

and altogether delightful seven stage adventure from Capcom.
Agents of F.O.W.L. (the Fiendish Organization for World Lar-

ceny) are turning the city upside down with devious deeds. This

crime spree has inspired
J. Gander Hooter, the director of

SHUSH (an agency so top secret that no one knows what the let-

ters stand for), to call on Darkwing Duck. It’s D.W.’s job to track

down and take in the pesky perpetrators along with their leader,

the sinister Steelbeak. The game captures D.W.’s animated flair

to a T and offers a built-in stage select so that players can begin

their adventure on any of the first three stages.

8 NINTENDO POWER



Canard

F.O.W.L. OFFENDERS AR
RUNNING AMUCK, DUCK!

P THE NEW BRIDGE
8 CENTER OF THE CITY
C THE UNDERPASS .

d THE TOWER
E THE WAREHOUSES
P THE WOODS
P F.O.W.L. HEADQUARTERS

GASSES

DARKWING’S

When it’s not loaded

with special Gas Canis-

ters, the Gas Gun fires

stunning shots at a rapid rate.

CANISTERS
You'll need lo collect Gas Canisters in order

to fire special Gasses. Big Canisters hold ten

times the capacity of small Canisters.

GAS
arged vapor sends

i strong bolts of elec-

you and one at 45
degrees below. With every use, you'll

bum up two units of Gas.

ARROW GAS
If there's something just out

of reach that you'd like lo

shot of Arrow Gas into a
wall and jump onto the temporaryArrow
for a boost. It uses three Gas units.

GAS
You'll trigger a powerful

ground level attack by

jsing this explosive fuel.

When you drop o cloud

of Heavy Gas, it'll split on contact and

fire shots lo the left and right.

WONDERFUL TOYS
THE CAPE

Darkwing’s crime-fighting Cape is not only styl-

ish, But it’s useful too! Pull it up over Darkwing’s

beak to deflect enemy shots.

You can patch up D.W.’s injuries by grabbing

First Aid Kits. Big ones refill the entire Heart

and small ones refill a quarter-Heart.

DIAMONDS
The F.O.W.L. gang has stolen dozens of valuable jewels. You'll

earn 1 00 points for every Diamond that you recover.

GOLD BARS
In addition lo Diamonds, there are a few Gold Bars at the scenes

of crimes. Collect them for 500 points each.



OK, D.W., listen to your old pal, Launchpad. You’re going to meet up with

some pretty mean creeps on your way across the new bridge, including

that clown Quacker Jack. My advice is to take it easy and be sure to grab

the hooks and lines that are hanging from above. This bridge is still under

construction and there are a lot of holes!

The first hole in this mess of a construction site is too deep to escape from without assistance.

Hang on to the lever and you'll trigger a beom to drop down just to the left of the right edge.

Hop onto the beam and keep moving!

—

A. AMBUSH!
Mini-ducks with muskets pop out of

the sidewalk here. Knock 'em out

before they fire. Pow!

BONUS STAGE

The New Bridge

m

Center Of The City

START

That hairy hooligan, Wolfman Duck, is tearing up downtown St. Canard,

Darkwing. You’ve got to do something to stop him! You’ll find spare tires

and balloons scattered all over the city. Ride on them over dangerous sec-

tions. Also, be sure to get Arrow Gas early and keep it. You can use it to

pick up a pair of 1-Ups.

A. A BOOST FROM A BEAM

B. DON’T PEEL OUT
Slipping on a banana peel is the oldest pratfall

in the book. Don't resort to this comedy cliche.

10 NINTENDO POWER



CLEAN UP QUACKER
JACK’S ACT

DARKWING
DUCK

The down prince of St. Canard is one quick kook. When you leap to his

level, Quacker Jack jumps up or down to avoid being blasted. At the same
time, Quacker’s banana buddy drops peels straight at you. Move quickly

and be ready to fire your Gas Gun as soon you as you level with the clown.

C. CAPED CHARACTERS COLLIDE
Feathered F.O.W.L. agents with capes toss spikes on this girder. Deflect the spikes with

your own cape and counter with the Gas Gun.

A FULL MOON FRENZY
WITH WOLFMAN DUCK

E.DUCK DUO
There’s a pair of 1 -Ups on the

top girder. You can get to them

by climbing onto Arrow Gas
Arrows. Hubba hubbo hoi

Wolfman Duck goes berserk at the sight of the full Moon.
Hit him with as many Gas Gun shots as you can when the

Moon is obscured by clouds. Then, after this deranged duck

transforms, leap away from his flying crates.

Wolfman Duck throws crates when he's under

the influence of the full Moon. Jump over

them and get ready to fire when the fiend

changes.



e Underpass
ark tunnels under the underpass are crawling with dangerous ducks

:her F.O.W.L. agents. You’re going to have to demonstrate some real

do in order to get through in one piece, Darkwing. I hear that the

lator has his headquarters in a slimy chamber deep in the muck. Put

d to his underground crime spree.

A. ARROW ALLEY OOP
There's a bonus-packed

chamber over this ledge

and down the hall. Use a

A. RING SWING

I
Pull the lever here. A
ring on a chain will

drop down long enough

for you to grab ahold
* and swing up to the

I , top of the blocking

. - wall. Watch for creeps

B. FASTBREAK!
A jerseyed jumper waits here to toss a basketball

toward you. Hop over the ball and counter with a
load of Gas Gun shots.

The
Tower

START

ments. I can fly you to the bottom of the tower in

the Thunderquack, but you’ll have to make it to the

top on your own. Watch for Moriarty’s band of

mechanoids. They’re mean!

12 NINTENDO POWER



DARKWING
DUCKLIQUIDATOR LETS

LOOSE HIS BUBBLE
1 :

3 *:Vi mThe dastardly deviant Liqui-

dator, fires bubbles ofgooey

gunk from his special slime

shooter and runs back and
forth along the floor of his

chamber. Hang on to the

pipe near the bottom and
fire when you have a clean

shot. Then leap out of the

way as the bubbles head for

you. You should be able to

pound this dog without

catching too much slime.

MORIARTY’S LAST STAND

D.arrow gas perch
You con duck into this out-of-the-way area if you're

armed with Arrow Gas. Stick on Arrow on the woll

and use it to climb through the hole.

The mad Moriarty controls three flame-throwing machines at the top

of the tower. Target your shots on the madman and jump from the

flames. Beware! If you put one of the

machines out of commission, Moriarty

will pound you with his wrench.

LIQUIDATOR

Grab onto the pipe neor the

bottom of the chamber for a
good shot at Liquidator.

Then leap from his bubbles.



The Warehouses
Megavolt and his gang are holed up in the warehouses near the wharf.

Some of his henchmen are pretty tricky to top. Approach them with cau-

tion and try to hit them before they get a chance to hit you. Good luck,

duck. This is going to be a tough battle. I’ll just wait outside and watch the

Thunderquack.

ie Woods

A.FL0WER POWER
Some of the trees in the forest are armed

with flowers that attack unsuspecting

heroes. Hit them before they fly.

B.BITE BACK
Wily watchdogs patrol the forest

floor. If you pelt them with

enough Gas Gun shots, they'll

back off and stop bothering you.

C.FOWL OWLS
The hooting hooligans of the

woods fly in horizontal lines.

Either knock them down, or wait

'til they pass.

The woods of St. Canard used to be a nice place to visit. But, now that

Bushroot is in charge, the place is a mess! You’ll find traps in the trees and
brainwashed baddies all over the forest floor. Run through the woods
quickly and try not to get pegged by creeping critters.

A. GHOST GENIE ATTACK
Vaporous genies appear from the lamps in the warehouse as you approach.

Stay low and concentrate your fire on the lamps to exorcise these ghosts.

14 NINTENDO POWER



C.FIRE ON THE
FLIERS

I of carpal-riding ruffians flies through

on of the warehouse. Don’l wail for

> show their faces. Just keep firing and

wrnm
DARKWING
DUCK

The villain with the electrical plug at the top of his head is the supercharged

mongrel, Megavolt. This mangy maniac fires sparks either straight at you or

in a high lob that hits your location after a few seconds in the air. Keep mov-

ing and blast him when you can.

Stay away from Megavolt and his killer sparks. If you ovoid

contact with this creature, you'll have plenty of chances to plug

him with your own Gas Gun shots.

The ruler of the woods, Bush-

root, makes the trees do his

dirty work. Stay near the center

of the screen while you’re hit-

ting this monster. Then move
away when seed-tossing hands

appear from the brush.

ST. CANARD IS COUNTING

on YOU, darkwing!

E. MIGHTY
MICE

The armored mice may seem

unstoppable here. You can

blast them if you target their

helmets and keep firing.

E0J8L
SINK THIS

FIEND’S FLOATING FORTRESS

you’ve mopped the floor with the

agents of F.O.W.L., you’ll be able

to go after the big bird himself,

Steelbeak. Fly over to Steelbeak’s

floating fortress and show him a

-? handful of heroic moves.

15



Dastardly's plane
while he was chasing a hom-
ing pigeon. Muttley (that

mangy dog) sets off to rescue
him. Atlus Software makes
good use of the Hanna-Bar-
bera characters in this well ani-

mated item-gathering quest

POWER-UPS

By grabbing Bones, you can select helpful attack

items and other useful Power-Ups for Muttley.





. ^ Hip Hop is prob-

ably the best

course to start on. The enemies

don’t move too fast and the stages

don’t hold a lot of surprises. The

most important thing to do here

is to learn to use the items and

build your heart level to the maxi-

mum-six full hearts.

lot like the Addoms Keep topping on the A Bi

^ The engine m Das-

tardl/s Mean Ma-
chine has conked out so Muttley,

grumbling all the while, must search

for a new engine in the lands and waters

of Splish Splash. He probably won’t

find an engine here, but he may dig up a

sail. The second section ofSplish Splash

is all underwater. Of course, Mutdey is

an expert dog-paddler!

PENELOPE PITSTOP

This odd flying contraption will be waiting for

Muttley when he surfaces from the watery depths.

Miss Pilstop certainly is pretty in pink, but she'

definitely not invincible to Muttley's heroics.

eter won't think he's so perfect after Muttley puts

permanent stop to his speedy racer.

/Pll/H JPlfl/H

(s rJ

L

&T

SERGEANT BLAST
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THE RED MAX

The devilish Boss of the ice field can only be
stopped with precise attack timing and jumping.

LAZY LUKE THESLAG BROTHERS

Muttley will certainly have his jump-
ing skills tested on this quest. Remem-
ber, it is extremely important to have

the Wings. Not only do they allow

Muttley to fly farther, they buy
time in the air as well.

Not all enemies will pass Muttley by.

Some will turn and give chase. The
pink cats are especially pesky. Watch
for patterns in the movements of the

enemies and bosses; they each have a

specific pattern of motion.



STAGE

f
Protect the innocent. Uphold the public trust. Obey
the law. RoboCop, the Future of Law Enforcement,

means what he says. RoboCop’s newest NES adven-

ture has him doing what he does best: clearing the

streets of scum and criminals. New Detroit has been
overrun by members of the criminal Splatterpunk

gang. He must rescue his kidnapped colleagues and
then fight his way to the top of the Kanemitsu Tower
to discover a secret locked in their computer. What is

the secret? If we told you, it wouldn’t be secret!

RoboCop’s first mission sends him to

Cadillac Heights, at dusk of all times!

He’s there to rescue his partner, Officer

Lewis, from the clutches ofthe Splatter-

punk. But we all know that night is

when creeps crawl out of their hiding

places. No sooner does he arrive than

RoboCop is ambushed by an army of

thugs. Come and get it, scum!

cans. Keep your head down
and fire when you have an

opening.

RoboCop is a big target.

Stay low to avoid much of

the enemy's fire.

RoboCop can aim his weapon in six directions.

Use diagonal fire to pick off hidden enemies.

20 NINTENDO POWER



ROBOCOP 3

CRIME BUSTING ARSENAL

As RoboCop collects Power-Up items, his weaponry

will become more powerful. RoboCop begins his

mission with a single shot pistol. He then progresses

to rapid fire, missiles, homing missiles and finally the

powerful bomb. Against the constant onslaught, he’ll

need all the help he can get!

RoboCop' s gun has three

power levels: single

shot, rapid fire, and 3-

way.

POWER UP ITEMS

Kneel next to these Power-Up items to collect them. They
will gready increase your crime-fighting firepower. Fire

Power Upgrades automatically affect your fire. Press Select

to choose a more powerful missile weapon.

EFFICIENCY
INCREASE

FIRE POWER
UPGRADE

REPAIR ITEM

MISSILE
UPGRADE

MAXIMUM
FUEL

REPAIR LABORATORY

After each stage, RoboCop can go to the

Repair Laboratory to repair damage to

his head, body, arm and leg units. If not

repaired, these units may malfunction

during combat, causing RoboCop to

behave unpredictably. Distribute your

points to the head first, then the others as

you have Power-Ups left.

Efficiency is RoboCop’s life meter, but

damage to his body parts causes

annoying malfunctions.
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At the top of the OCP Tower, you

must use your access spike to gain

entry to the Kanemitsu computer,

which contains information vital to

your safety.This isn’t as easy as using a

cash machine, what with two inde-

structible robo-ninjas harassing you.

Avoid the ninjas and stand near the

terminal under, the TV screens. For

each second you stand by the termi-

nal, you will enter another digit in the

computer. When you have entered 12

digits, you will activate the Otomo
destruct system and win the game!

THE FINAL CONFLICT

Stand on the very edge of the plolforms before attempting

to jump over the acid. If you fall in, get out quickl

Take out the tank’s i

homing missiles. Then, se

safety in the bottom right portion

of the screen. Face left, duck and

fire at the advanci

The robo-ninja you met eariier in this stage

is back for morel Give it to him like you

did before.

A muzzle flash will light up the

screen just before the shell from

the Super Tank appears. They're

not too difficult to avoid.



Robin Hood
Prince of Thieves

CLASSIFIED

information

From AqENT #712

Password Placement
Robin Hood fans rejoice! Our agents have found a hidden

password feature which will allow you to skip to advanced

areas in the game. When the title screen appears, press the

A Button eight times and the B Button eight times. A
password entry screen will appear. The passwords are key
words that describe scenes in the game. Each password is

eight characters long or shorter, so some of the location

names are abbreviated.The password “CATACOMB” takes

you to the dark catacombs outside of the Arabian prison

which Robin escapes from at the beginningofthe game. The
password “WALL” allows you to skip to the area near

Hadrian’s Wall. Use “LOCKSLEY” to go direcdy to the area

outside Locksley Castle. “DUBOIS” brings you to Dubois
Manor where you’ll find Marion for the first time. Enter

“CHASE” and you’ll skip to the race by horse to Sherwood
Forest. By entering“CATHEDRA” as your password, you’ll

skip to the episode involving the evil Baron and the kidnap-

ping ofa maiden. Use “BOAR” foryour password and you’ll

go to the Cave ofthe Boar. There are other passwords which
our agents will continue to search for. Look for them in a

future issue.

When the title screen appears, pressg You'll be invited to enter a key word
A eight times and B eight times. 4# describing one of the game's locations.

From Aqent #475
Secret Warp

The drop leads you to a Secret Warp
which allows you nine lives inreserve.

Roll through Level 3-1 with five full The extra energy and lives will come
units of energy. in handy in this advanced stage.

The password "BOAR", for example,

stands for the Cave of the Boar.

By showing offsome awesome aerial acrobatics early in the

game, you can warp to an advanced stage and earn a total of
nine lives in reserve. You’ll surf for the first time in Level

1-3.When you drop to the bottom ofthe first waterfall, the

current will pull you to the left but you’ll notice another

waterfall to the right. That fall leads to the Secret Warp.
When you’re about to take the first plunge, gather up as

much speed as you can and leap to the right, off the side of
the waterfall that is closest to the top of the screen. Then
continue to move away from the waterfall in the air. You’ll

land close to the edge of the second waterfall. Ifyou’re close

enough, the current will pull you over the side and, when
you hit bottom, you’ll warp to Level 3-1 with five full units

of energy and nine lives.

Hit the edge of the first waterfall at

speed while favoring the top side.

By using the password, you can skip to

the area in the game that it describes.

24 NINTENDO POWER



From AqENT #415

Rock The House
Ifyou’ve had itwith Dr. Fred and his wholewackymansion,
you can blow the entire house into smithereens in one easy

step. The steel security door at the top of the steps leads to

a hallway. Enter this hallway and investigate the wall just to

the left end ofthe security door. You’ll find a keypad near the

left wall. “USE” the keypad four times and you’ll trigger an
explosion that will make the mansion go up in flames. This

is no way to win the game, but it’s a quick and easy way to

mm mommy

SUPER

mmowoRUD
From AqENT #414

While you can enter and re-enter most of the courses of
j

Mario’s greatest adventure, it seems that once the Koopa Kid
,

Castles have been brought down there’s no going back to

them. If you place your character on the Casde rubble,
j

though, and press the L and R Buttons at the same time, !

you’ll re-enter the Castle as though it had never been
,

destroyed.

ir the left Choose to "USE" the keypad four times

explosion.

Castleand press L and R simultaneously.

OFF Bom
From AqENT #042

li From AqENT #444
Take It Back
One or two bad holes in an otherwise excellent round of
Ultra Golf could ruin your entire score. Our agents have
discovered a way to erase those occasional mistakes and re-

do the problem holes. As soon as you’ve made a mistake that

you’d like to erase, just turn offthe power to the Game Boy
and turn it on again. When you restart your game, you’ll

begin with the tee shot for the last hole, giving you a second
chance to come in under par.

In order to advance through the series of Super Off-Road
{

races, you’ve got to finish in the top three. The sure way to
j

do that is to start a two-player game and control just one of
|

the trucks. Since Player Two’s truck will sit idle at the
[

starting line and only two computer-controlled trucks will ;

race, you’ll be a guaranteed winner!

If you've made a mistake that you want to erase, reset the game by turning off

the Game Boy power and turning it bock on again. Then restart the hole and
try a different approach.
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From AqENT #505 From AqENT #227

Hit the right side of the Amusement
Park entrance for a $100 lollipop.

You’ll find four one-of-a-kind hidden items in the first three

stages of this long and involving adventure. Each of them
will earn you $ 100 when you collect them. Just hit the area

indicated in the following photos and earn big bucks.

ZONE ONE ZONE TWO

Your city’s money problems are over! Agent #227 has

discovered a way to send your city bank account into the

stratosphere. The first step is to spend all ofyour cash before

the end of the year. The city’s account will have to be

completely empty, and at least some ofthe money will have

to be spent on something that requires funding. When the

tax screen appears at year’s end, press and hold the L Button.

Then, while you’re still holding the L Button, go back to the

main game and access the tax screen again. You’ll notice the

message “Go With The Figures” has changed to “Gro With
The Figures”. Raise all ofyour funding levels to 100% and

exit the screen. When you release the L Button and your

citizens attempt to spend any money, your account will rise

to an amazing $999,999! That’ll be enough dough to build

your :dream city or win any of the city scenarios.

By taking a swipe at the right side of

this bridge, you can earn a pricey

piece of sushi.

The lottery huts located throughout the land of the Mysti-

cal Ninja offer prizes of $50, $200 and $ 1 ,000 with a $ 100
dollar fee to enter the drawing. Our agents have discovered

a way to win at least the smallest prize every time that you
play, with a possibility ofwinning a larger prize. During the

drawing, press the B Button quickly and repeatedly. You’ll

be rewarded with, at the very least, a $50 prize which is half

of your initial investment. If you start with a big bankroll

and wait out the small wins, you’ll eventually hit pay dirt.

Press B quickly and repeatedly after If you keep trying, you'll eventually

you pay vour entry fee. You'll win at win a big cash prize,

least half of your money back.

While still holding L, access the tax

screen again.

Release L and wait for the citizens to

test thi limits of your budget.

Hit the wall just right of the Horo
Temple entrance to make this $100
head appear.

Hit the far side' of the bridge wher a

indicated to make another special

gift appear.

Raise the funding levels to 100% and
"Gro' with the figures.

You'll havea grand total of $999,999
to spend on your city!

ZONE THREE START ZONE THREE END
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From AqENT #621

The Practice Mode ofthis SuperNES golfer includes a 1 9th

hole which doesn’t actually feature a hole, or a green for that

matter. You can still sink the shot when you get to the end
ofthe fairway. Hit the ball offthe screen in the direction that

the game automatically aims and, if the distance is right,

you’ll see a close-up of the ball dropping into a hole!

From AqENT #116

The classic Addams Family

theme opens this Super NES
thriller, complete with the

sound of snapping fingers.

During the music you can

trigger the finger snaps by

pressing the L andR Buttons.

Either snap along with the

other snapping fingers or cre-

ate your own snapping solo! Hit L and R to snap along with Thing.

If your shot is just right, you'll celebrate

with a ball-in-the-hole close-up.

The top pros in golf use customized clubs that give them
good distance and accurate shots. If you want to use the

clubs that the computer-controlled proHAL uses, just enter

“METAL*PLAY” as your name at the beginning of your

match. The set of metal clubs that you receive will be

guaranteed to send the ball sailing super long distances.

Life in the Addams Family’s house is no picnic. You’ll

encounter dozens ofcreepy, kooky and ooky creatures that

aredead seton keepingyou from savingyour loved ones. For

that reason, 1 -Ups should be highlysought after items. Like

so many other passages in the house, the course that begins

with the Portrait Gallery is long and challenging. Our
agents have discovered, though, that deep in the course

there are a three 1-Ups, a Heart and a Baseball hidden out

of sight. When you reach the Lower Gallery, you’ll find a

bear rug that, unlike the others, doesn’t produce small bears.

If you crawl into the mouth of this bear, you’ll be able to

collect these elusive items.

Use'METAL’PIAY'asyournome when
you register.

Make yourway to the Lower Gallery

and look for the bear rug that doesn't

produce small bears.

When you enter the Bear's Mouth,

you'll find several special items.

WANT1& SPECIAL AGENTS
A popular activity among Nintendo game
experts is developing tips and strategies. If

you'd like to share your own special tips with

us, send them in! Choose your own Agent
Number (3 digits) and be sure to include itwith

yourtips.
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SO MUCH
POWER/ irs t

HOLDING a
LIGHTNING BC

POWER.

Bsaai







LINK’ ONLY
SINGLE NIGHT
REMAINS!

AGAHNIM WILL
CAST HIS INCANTATION

ON ME UNOER
A FULL MOON!

HURRY

!

IF HE SUCCEEDS, THE SEAL
OF THE WISE MEN WILL BE

BROKEN! WE ENTRANCE TO THE
PARK WORLD WILL BE THROWN

OPEN AND EVIL WILL
OVERWHELM US'

PARENTS.

IN ACCIDENT THAT
FELL INTO THE DA

WORLD?/

^ PLEASE, YOU MUST
DESTROY AGAHNIM BEFORE
HIS EVIL MAGIC LEADS TO
HYRULES DESTRUCTION

!

ALRIGHT,
ALRIGHT. I

X HAVE SWORN
DEFEAT AGAHNIM!

MASTER SWORD
FULFILL MY VOW







WHEN IT REACHES
•Rime ASCENSION..
THE PINNACLE OF

^ THE SKY. ^RISING/

KING AGAHNIM,
THE PREPARATIONS
ARE COMPLETE/



OF THE INCANTATION..

.AGAHNIM..

BE HIM?/

f I SENSE A BEING
APPROACHING THE BARRIER
SURROUNDING THE CASTLE...

A BEING WITH INTENSE

^ EMOTIONAL ENERGY... x

PRINCESS ZELPA
rHE DARK WORLD



SIMPLE/

WALL ALREADY'



WHOOOOAH//



GASP

!

'S ZELDA!



AG*HN!/n/,

EVEN ITS MIGHTY
MAGIC CANNOT HAM
AGAHNIM'S BODY!!



THE LAST
MOMENT OF

PRINCESS ZELPA/CANT MOVE/!

BEHOLP!

*'1 HAVE BEEN
AWAITING YOUR

ARRIVAL, FOOLISH

^ WATCH NOW AS
VOUR PRECIOUS

PRINCESS VANISHES -

BEFORE VOUR VERY
EYES//



NOW//,



IT IS ONLV A MATTER OF
Tim BEFORE THE FORCES

OF EVIL CONQUER
THIS WORLD!





BATMAN IS E batman

ON THE JOB
l—

Apparently the Caped Crusader didn’t completely jfcTj—7T7777— 7T77T7

'

finish offhis nemesis, Thejoker, in the first Batman 1-'^

Game Boy action game. It won’t be any easier this

time, but it may be more fun.A larger Batman char-

acter, better animation and a greater variety of
\

moves have been added to Return of The Joker.

ing screens. E t im—LI
•"*"*

NEW MOVEMENT BAT TOYS, LTD.
BAT-AND-FORTH: THE BAT JUMP
The new Batman has one of the most radical moves in Gotham
City. Push the A Button when he jumps to a wall and he will

cling to it momentarily, then make a second jump in the oppo-
site direction. By jumping back and forth between close walls.

Batman can reach higher levels and overcome obstacles. Don’t
limit your BatJumps to areas with solid walls.

BJlil
I I -I

SETTING THE STAGE
During the first part of the game, you have the choice of

picking any of the first three stages in whatever order you
prefer. The third stage. The Train, is easiest, followed by
the first stage and the second stage. After defeating the

final guardians in each area. Batman moves on to the

fourth and final stage. You can also select your difficulty

level from Easy, Normal or Hard.

Batman doesn’t have the use ofmost of his great toys in this

game. In fact, the only weapon he can collect is the Bata-

rang, and it has limited range and power. You also run out of

Batarangs quickly. Hearts to fill up lost Life Meter Bars and
Life-Ups for added bars are the only other items.

BATARANG
Batarangs are usually found in difficult-to-reach spots. Go
for them. Enemies that take four hits can be destroyed in

two hits with the Batarang, and you can do it at a safe dis-

iw r i i
r
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What better place to start cleaning up Gotham City than in The Sewers. The first

of the three areas will start filling with water about halfway through. When Batman

is submerged, he is difficult to see, and that makes fighting almost impossible.

Later you’ll have to master the use of the Bat Hook to reach a treasure trove of

Batarangs. The final area has moving platforms, lots ofenemies, bottomless pits and

Dark Claw.

BAT TREASUR TAKE HEART IN BATTLE

SWING LOW

IktllF
In areas like this where you can’t

see the floor below you, use the

Bat Hook to swing low and find

ledges where you can drop down
safely. Here, the maps help, but

you’ll need to use this technique

in The Joker’s hideout.

, 1 rrrri., '^1

In the final area of the first stage you’ll find two kinds of

boxes—light and dark. The dark boxes can be broken open
with a punch to reveal a Small Heart inside. Make sure you

fill up your Life Meter before finishing the area and moving

on to fight Dark Claw.

. . . may keep going down into a bottomless pit unless you

look before you leap. Use the maps or swing down for a

peek using tbe Bat Hook to make sure that there is a ledge

or conveyor belt below Batman.A Bat Life is a terrible thing

to waste.

STAGE 1-1 START

TO STAGE 1 -3

STAGE 1 -3 START

t

;

I — -L

rr !
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‘TAGE TWO: THE MACHINE SHOP
Conveyor belts are rolling and lift platforms are rumbling. Pistons are pounding and

lir pressure chutes will spit you out like a watermelon seed. These are the least of Bat-

nan’s problems in the second stage. Two boss characters stand in your way along

with many tough thugs. There’s even a secret passage. All this makes the Machine

Shop the most challenging of the first three stages. You’ll have to use every trick in

the Bat Book to survive.

STAGE 2-1 START

cr *

THE SECRET
PASSAGE

I Jump into the wall from the platform on

I the right and collect the three Batarangs.

I You'll need multiple shots to beat the

THE BAT MAT
I The pistons can turn you into a Bat I

I Mat in no time. Stand as close as you
[

I can to a piston when it is down and I

I begin to move forward, pressing I

I against the piston as it rises.

I DROP IN FROM ABOVE I

I The best route to the Life-Up is from above. I

I BatJump to the piston and then to the con- I

Bveyor belt. Jump down to the crumbling I

| blocks, collect the Life-Up and leap to the
[

I boxes to the right. You can also reach the I

I secret passage this way.

I Drop down to the Life-Up froi

A HIDDEN ATTACKER
While on the lift, an enemy off-

screen to the right will attack you
with needle shots. Jump up to

avoid the two shots, then proceed

to the right. Don’t bother going

down to the floor.

mm
Why did Batman
cross the road?
To get run over
by my Tank!

Hahahaha!
Sometimes I just

crack myself up.

4

CAUTION:
WALLS FALLING

You’ll be battling an enemy when giant blocks I

start tumbling from above. As the wall builds I

higher, you’ll quickly find yourself trapped in I

a narrow space . Defeat the enemy, then Bat I

I Jump out of the narrow pit.

i

—
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—
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CATCH IT IF YOU CAN
Batman comes flying out of the

pneumatic tube at high speed,

straight into a wall. As soon as he

touches the wall, push the A Button,

then Bat Jump up to safety. If you
miss the wall the first time, you’ll fall

off the screen and lose a life.

umm

just ahead ond you might need
>m this Big Heart. On the other

STAGE 2-2 TAKE IT TO THE TANK
How can one super hero cope with a

steel Tank? Batman’s answer is to use

his Batarangs. Stand on the front end
of the Tank, just out of range of the

grenades, which the Tank Driver

tosses at you. Throw the Batarangs

continuously and you’ll win without

taking a hit. If you are out of Bata-

rangs, move close to the driver and
punch rapidly. You’ll take hits, but you
can still win.

unnnrin.

TO THE SHOGUN
WARRIOR

SHOGUN WARRIOR VS. BATMAN
The Shogun Warrior is the toughest of the

first three guardians. His initial attack is bad
enough, but when his energy is half gone, he

goes nuts, splitting into multiple Shoguns that

follow him like lethal shadows. Early on,

jump behind the Shogun and attack, then

jump to avoid his shots. Later, try to stay

out of his way until he lands, then attack

quickly. Make sure you pick up the Big Heart

before you reach the Shogun. Batarangs won’t

help!

Sloy away from the overhanging ceiling when After hitting the Warrior, he retaliates by throwing
trying to jump over the Shogun Warrior. a missile at you. Jump to avoid it.



You’re just in time for the show. Batman,

and you’re the majnv act! Hahahaha!!!

!P CH CH CD CH lH lZI OPl ijjq

1 h| i )j 1 I ^ IJ] j »

lr you insist on attacking the charging con-

ductors on the train, get down and punch
while kneeling. Better yet, keep running and

just jump over them. They won’t be able to

catch up to you. Keep a sharp lookout for

approaching foes. Ifyou meet this character

inside the car, use Batarangs or the Kneeling 'j T 5r TT'7 r
Punch to dispatch him. Kneel and punch to defeat the co

When Batman takes the midnight express, his plans to reach The Joker may get

derailed. The brutish enemies he meets take at least four hits. If you take the top

route along the roofs of the cars, you can miss some of the action, but you’ll also miss

the Hearts and Batarangs. If you go through the cars in Stage 3-2, you’ll have

very little warning of attack. At the front of the train is a baseball bandit called Fou

Ball.

STAGE 3-1 START



GROUND COMEDY CLUB
STAGE 4-2
The final leg is here. The enemies and the traps and jumps are the

toughest Batman has seen. Luckily there are Hearts in the stones to

replenish his energy. At the end of the line is TheJoker. You’ll laugh,

you’ll cry, you’ll eat humble pie . . . and maybe you’ll get the last

laugh.
%il ii nf

SmDHRHHi
I

uuron

IT’S THE BEGINNING
OF THE END



Chess offers the most challenge of all the games the famous Sargon program for PCs,which is one

in 4 In 1 Funpak. Ofcourse, the level ofchallenge of the tougher computer algorithms to beat. If

depends on your opponent, and the computer you’re not a great player, the program can give you
Chess program in 4 in 1 Funpak is modeled after a hint when you’re stumped.

MOBILE CHESS CHOOSE COLOR
Chess was probably the least convenient game to

play on the road, until now. The screen is easy to

\ visualize and looks just like the diagrams you see

n chess books. The computer opponent will give

you hours of challenge.

Your first option is to choose the color of

pieces you will use. White always moves

first, which might

be an advantage if

you know the ba-

sic openings of

chess.

SARGON SKILL
You can choose from she skill levels for the

computer. The higher levels give it more

time to plan its strategy. You can force the

computer to

move by pushing

the A Button.
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4 in 1

s am#
aaa aaa

4 ||

CHECH
||

R

&AA
A A AAA

&

D
V

Now white is in check, but that’s easily

resolved by defending with a Bishop.

in many

TO LINK OR NOT TO LINK..

You can play the games in 4 In 1 Funpak in two-player mode
GAME LINK with or without the Game Link cable. If you don’t have twogame < a k

Qame Boys, two players can hand a single Game Boy back and

forth for two-player mode. Game Linking gives each player their own screen to

look at. With Game Boy you may not have to worry about your brother or sister

knocking over the board if they are losing, but you will still have to watch the

power switch!

CAME SELECT
Four classic board games— Chess, Check-

ers, Backgammon and Reversi, are includ-

ed in 4 In 1 Funpak. The selection is well

rounded and offers something for board

gamers of all levels.

a aa
A A A A All

A
£. A
A A

AAA# AAA
S

sE
T

Is
Y

A AA
AAA AAA
AAAA
& A
A a

AA A AAA
A

R
E
Is
PV

After three moves, the computer has

followed the Giuoco's Piano opening.

The computer moved its Rook's pawnl

That's not good judgmentl

A SLM&
ill A
A

AAAAA
AA 4 A
IQ nub

if

AA
A

R

P

A SLM* AA
AAA Qii
A A

AAJ.AA

AA 4 AAA
sa i« s

H
X
E
X

P

V

Immm . , . The computer seems intent on Now white attacks the computer's Queen
developing the Rook's pown . . . and Rook. White's position looks good but . .

.

SELECT OPTIONS
You can press Select during your turn to bring up an

options screen that lets you take back a move, get a hint,

switch sides or set up the board the way you want it.

You can handicap a better player by setting up the less

skilled player in a better position.

Sparing you the details, white lost. It's

lime to try again.
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CHECKERS
CHECKER SELECT
CHOICES OPTIONS

JUMPING
JEHOSEPHAT!

People already play checkers just

about anywhere, so it’s a natural for

Game Boy. The rules and strategy are

simple and everyone knows them. It’s

good to have a human opponent

because the computer is easy to beat.

Make your choice of black or red: red

moves first. You can also choose different

skill levels, although even the highest

isn’t too tough to beat if you think

ahead.

The computer can take a long time to plan its strategy

in the high skill levels.

Press the Select Button during your turn

and you can take back a move, switch sides

with the other player or choose different

music You can also change difficulty levels

if the computer is taking too long.

WMUtMUMiTTi

BACK SEAT
BACKGAMMON

Backgammon is a game of luck as

much as it is of skill. However, there is

some strategy involved. For example,

you can send your opponent’s pieces

back to the starting point, and you can

block their return to the board.

REVERSI
14

1

Fjlyfpf
_

REVERSE
YOUR FORTUNES

Reversi is identical to Othello. The object of
the game is to sandwich your opponent’s

pieces between yours to change them to your
color. It seems simple, but the tide ofthe game
can quickly switch to the other side if you
don’t play your chips carefully!

CHOOSE SELECT
SIDES BUTTON

Yes, you get to choose your color in

Reversi, too. White goes first. There

does not appear to be any advantage

to choosing one color over another.

rn
"skTtK 1

III!
1

All skill levels are easy to beat with practice. The

computer doesn't take that long to plan strategy in

this game.

Press Select to Take Back, Pass, Swap
Sides, Reset, or change Difficulty

levels. You can also Pass if you think

that putting down a piece would give

the other player a good chance to flip a

lot of your pieces.

xTMlE BhCK
PhSS
SUM* SIDES
BESET 6KHE
DIFFICULT?
MUSIC
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Backgammon offers three skill levels,

and all are pretty challenging. There is

no take-back option in Backgammon,

but you can Double and Swap sides by

pressing Select during your turn.

211
*

•II*
BKCRfiKrmnN

SKILL.

5> 1

2

safes

Although you roll two dice in

Backgammon, if you roll

doubles, you get to use each

number twice. This is obviously

a big advantage, as the game seg-

ment below on the right dem-
onstrates.

The computer gets luckier at higher skill levels.



Whoever said Game Boy doesn’t have a practical mini-translator and 255 year appointment book,
side never used the Workboy from Fabtek. The Clearly Fabtek is looking ahead. In the future, you’ll

Software, Keyboard and Stand combine to convert be able to down-load data base info directly from
Game Boys into micro work stations with more than your computer to the Workboy' s battery backed-
a dozen useful functions like a five language up memory.

icji]

1l,

Temperature

Hot or cold? Con-
vert Fahrenheit tem-

peratures into Cel-

sius, or vice versa.

Exchange
Use the Exchange

Conversion function

to change your bucks

into six other curren-

If the doggie in the

window is £5, that's

$9.25.

ctual Size 5%"x3%"

MenuControl Calendar

Look ahead or back

in time. What are you

doing Friday the

13th, January 1995?

Arrow Keys are

used for cursor

Local Clock

Workboy keeps

track of the time,

showing a traditional

clock, and the date.

Daybook

Keep track of all your

important appoint-

ments using the Day-

book function.





The votes have been tabulated and the results are in! The ’91 Nester Awards go out to the very best games for each Nintendo

system. Winners of the coveted Nesters are determined by you ... the readers ofNintendo Power. Here we go with the winners!

GAME BOY

For Graphics and Sound

THE WINNER IS:

Battletoads
I A big victory for the

Toads! Rash, Pimple

I and Zitz garnered over

I twice as many votes as

I the second place finish-

I er received. Well-defin-

ed characters and backgrounds surely

appealed to those casting votes.

2ND PLACE
Ninja Gaiden IH

3RD PLACE
Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves

Although it was no challenge to Bat-

detoads, Ninja Gaiden HI far out-

distanced Robin Hood in 3rd place.

2ND PLACE
Mega Man in Dr. Wily’s Revenge

3RD PLACE
Castlevania E : Belmont’s Revenge

Two ofthe very best Game Boy adven-

ture games round out the top three in

the Graphics and Sound -category.

2ND PLACE \
Castlevania IV
3RD PLACE

Final Fantasy II

These two games, both with great

graphic quality, fought it out for 2nd

and 3rd place. The edge went to Simon.

THE WINNER IS:

Return of Samus

and her first

adventure

the voting in

category in much the

te way as Batdetoads

ninated in the NES
category. This is quite an impressive win

for Samus considering the competition!

World
rio received tough

competition from

great Super NES
nes, but this game just

inot be denied!
,
It’s

....mediately apparent

that a lot of time and effort went into

making this game look and sound great.
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NINTENDO POWER AWARDS 'm

For Theme and Fun

%THE WINNER IS:

Battletoads
I Another runaway award

I for the trio! Who can

I resist the Toads? The
I concept, characters and

1 plot of Battletoads

I makes it an extremely

entertaining adventure. It’s destined to

be a classic and the voters know it.

2ND PLACE
StarTropics

3RD PLACE
Adventures of Lolo III

A young Seattle resident named Mike

garnered enough votes to lift him to a

respectable 2nd place finish.

sjTHE WINNER IS:— |y|an in Dr, Wily's Revenge

Everyone seems to love

Mega Man! The novelty

f being able to use so

lany different weapons

and items makes every

Mega Man game a sure

winner. This game. Mega Man’s first

Game Boy quest, is in no way different.

2ND PLACE
Final Fantasy Adventure

3RD PLACE
Operation C

Making the world a betterplace to live

seems to be the common theme with

2nd and 3rd place finishers.

ML3’falH—
>uTHE WINNER IS:

iper Mario World
We’re not biased, but

there was hardly cause

i

to count the votes in this

rategory! As we all

know, the Super Mario
theme is tried and true,

but it’s hard to imagine any game get-

ting higher marks in the fun category.

2ND PLACE
Final Fantasy H
3RD PLACE
SimCity

An RPG and a simulation game, both

requiring quite a bit ofthought to play

well, made respectable showings.

THE WINNER IS:

Ninja Gaiden m
The game-playing public

knows a challenging

game when they see one!

Some may consider this

to be an upset victory,

but those people will be

who have never played the

third game in the Ninja Gaiden series.

2ND PLACE
The SimpSOnS: Bart vs. the Space Mutants

3RD PLACE
Battletoads

Bart Simpson’s first NES game edges

out the Battletoads for 2nd place. The
Toads will have to settle for 3rd.

THE WINNER IS:

etroid Q ! Return of Samus

With a wide variety of

enemies, weapons, ter-

rain and game endings

in Metroid II, Game Boy
aficionados have given a

definitive nod to Samus
*

Aran"i™the challenge department.

How fast can you finish the game?

2ND PLACE
Final Fantasy Legend E

3RD PLACE
Mega Man in Dr. Wily’s Revenge

With over 14 worlds to explore, the

challenge of Final Fantasy Legend II

edges out the heroic Mega Man.

n'lifaiLiyi

THE WINNER IS:

Sjip.gr Ghouls 'N Ghosts
Yes! A well-deserved win!

This is a truly challenging

game. Arthur must com-

plete his quest not once,

but twice! Super Ghouls

’N Ghosts features some

!t challenging enemies we’ve

ever seen in a video game.

2ND PLACE
SimCity

3RD PLACE

\ Pilotwings

Becoming the mayor ofa Megalopolis

or attaining expert pilot status is chal-

lenging enough for many gamers.
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For Best Play Control

IE WINNER IS:

Battletoads
I NES gamers everywhere

I were hooked on control-

jling the radical Battle-

I toads in 1991. The vot-

I ing was not even close in

I this category. Again, a

tip of the hat to a fantastic game.

2ND PLACE
MetalStorm
3RD PLACE

Kabuki: Quantum Fighter

Innovative and unique Play Control

qualifies these two games for 2nd and

3rd places. A good showing by both.

THE WINNER IS:

etroid n ! Return of Samus

Controlling Samus Aran

and her almost unlimited

jumping power provides

great fun for all who play

this game. Having easy

access to many new
weapons and Power-Up Items also

makes it enjoyable.

2ND PLACE
Battletoads
3RD PLACE

Castlevania II: Belmont’s Revenge

In a fairly close race for 2nd place, the

small-screen version of Battletoads

nips Mr. Belmont at the wire.

HE WINNER IS:

~!uper Mario World
Making Mario run,

jump and fly around the

96 immense areas of

I
Dinosaur Land became
a favorite pastime for

many people in the lat-

ter half of 1991. Fly on, Mario!

.« liO 38 sue
cOo ryjiV-

2ND PLACE
F-Zero

3RD PLACE
ActRaiser

Intense racing action lifts F-Zero into

the 2nd place slot. It gave Super Mario

World a run for its money.

Best Multi-PI

multaneous (any I For Best Overall

Villain (any system)

IE WINNER IS:

Battletoads <nes>

INo surprise here. Double

lyour enemy-thrashing

Ifun with the two-player

jmultaneous action of

Sattletoads. Help Rash

land Zitz rescue their

buddy, Pimple. The Toads are the gam-
ing definition of a “power trio.”

THE WINNER IS:

Bowser (Super Mario World)

lario’s main adversary

scored extremely high

in the Villain category.

It’s amazing how he
always manages to kid-

nap Princess Toadstool.

Everybody loves to hate the evil

Bowser. Winning this award proves it!

2ND PLACE
Tecmo Super Bowl (NES)

3RD PLACE
F-1 Race (Game Boy)

Sports games lend themselves ex-

tremely well to multiple-player action.

These two games are prime examples.

2ND PLACE
Dr. Wily (Mega Man in Dr. Wily's Revenge)

3RD PLACE
Sardius (Super Ghouls 'N Ghosts)

It seems like everyone else loathes Dr.

Wily! Sardius must have made an
impression on players as well.

For Most
lovative Game: (any

JHE WINNER IS:

Fantasy n (Super NES)

IAn extremely innova-

tive RPG, Final Fantasy

II delivers throngs of

characters, modes oftra-

vel, locations, spells,

Iweapons and enemies.

Have you ever travelled to the moon
before?

2ND
Pilotwings

3RD PLACE
Smash T.V. <nes)

Innovative control options

PilotWings and Smash T.V.

above most of the crowd.
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NINTENDO POWER AWARDS 'Qi

Overall Best Games

Battletoads
Absolutely no surprise

here! Battletoads was by

far the best NES game
in 1991. Sure,

ere other great

games released in 1991,

could match the quality and
ying enjoyment that Batde-

toads provided. Congratulations are

certainly in order for Rash, Pimple

and Zitz!

jL^iivieiruin u ! Return of Samus

ulajnKS Samus proves that no
matter what planet she

ftlti nlHl travels to. the adveiinire

HI will

T'lie tor

adventure for Samus
grew from just one life-sucking

Metroid left over from the first adven-

ture. Game Boy was lucky enough to

play host this time.

Mario ruled supreme in

&|MSE3pthe Super NES Overall

i
ITur (category in 1991. It’s no

\bIi
surprise. Every aspect of

, .

Super Mario World was

fantastic. Mario’s mis-

sion to rid Dinosaur World ofBowser
and his minions was truly a delight to

see and play. Let’s not forget Yoshi! He
played a big part in boosting Super

Mario World to the top of the heap.

2ND PLACE
Tecmo Super Bowl

3RD PLACE
Ninja Gaiden in

This category provided the best race

for 2nd place. The follow-up to Tecmo
bowl just edged Ryu.

2ND PLACE
Mega Man in Dr. Wily's Revenge

3RD PLACE
Final Fantasy Adventure
Mega Man and Final Fantasy Adventure

both made impressive runs for the

Overall tide in the Game Boy division.

2ND PLACE
Final Fantasy IL

3RD PLACE
ActRaiser

Cecil and his group make an impres-

sive 2nd place showing while Act-

Raiser follows up in 3rd place.

don’t know why the editors

won’t let me vote on the games.

The only thing they’ll let me do is

hand out the awards. Once again,

the winners were obvious to me. I

could have picked them in my
sleep. Oh yeah . . . those statues

don’t look anything like me! Oh
well. Congratulations to the win-

ners and thanks for voting.”

£>
*
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r OH NO/
PRINCESS
PANCAKE

!

LAST MONTH, WE LEFT THE
PRINCESS TEETERING ON A TOWER
WHILE MARIO ANP LUIGI PONPEREP
HOW TO CROSS A PIRANHA-
INFESTEP MOAT TO RESCUE HER.

ILLUSTRATE!? BY

CHARLIE NOZAWA

FL YING!

A CAPE-
ACHUTE
WHAT A

CONCEPT

!

vOOO

-

WHIP
LASH

/



WE'LL TAKE
A BREAK SOON.HOW FAR IS

IT AROUND
THIS MOAT?

I DON'T
BELIEVE
mv eyes/



THIS MUST BE THE

KOOPA EXPRESS/

MARIO/ WAIT
FOR MB'

HEV/ I'M
PRETTY GOOV

AT THIS'



WHOOAAA

!

TALK ABOUT A CLOSE
ENCOUNTER /

OH,
NOOOO!

THAT BIRP LOOKS SORT OF
LIKE THE PRINCESS..

000AAA.

CLEAR THE
RUNWAY/IT IS THE

PRINCESS/

I’M
COMING IN!



IT'S NOT
OUR FAULT.

SHE'S MUCH
STRONGER
THAN SHE
LOOKS'

THE HULKSTER
HIMSELF
COULDN'T

HAVE
STOPPED

HER/

YOU LET MY
BRIDE ESCAPE?/

SHE WOULD'VE
BEEN A LOUSY

MOM, ANYWAY, POP.

MELLOW
OUT, DAD:

O.K., SO WE LOST
THE PRINCESS...

YOU
ROTTEN
KOOPA
BRATS'

BUT
WE

FOUND
SOMEONE
BETTER.'

\ \°J If1 \ 7c*\



PRINCESS' SHE'S OUT COLP! WHAT
SHOULD I PO?

LOOK!

WHAT







THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:
A LINK TO THE PAST

WHERE ARE THE SHOES?

E arly in the game, Link’s powers

can really use a boost. One of
the most useful items is the pair

of Pegasus Shoes, which allow Link to

sprint out of dangerous situations and
to knock over piles of stones and some
other objects. After completing the

Eastern Palace, return to Sahasrahla’s

Hiding Place nearby. The old sage will

give you the Shoes as a reward for your

courage. Simply press the A Button for

the Dash Attack.
After defeating the Armos Knights in the

Eastern Palace, visit Sahasrahla to obtain the

Pegasus Shoes.

Knock over piles of stones, crash into trees,

dash through bushes and escape from foes

using the Shoes.

HOW DO I ENTER SECRET ROOMS?

M any dungeons and places con-

tain secret switches to operate

doors. Try everything: push
statues and stones, pull on levers and

objects, light Lamps with your Lantern,

hit distant Crystal Switches with your

Boomerang, use Arrows and Bombs in

places where you can see the oudine of

a door, and smash into things at high

speed. Some loose tiles act as Switches,

but ifyou step on diem twice, they may
close the door.
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HOW DO I GET THROUGH ROOM 1 6-2? Joel Arends

F
ollow the directions step by step

to get Lolo through room 16-2

safely. Note the position of
Emerald Framers (Green Boxes) and
Snakeys. Begin by using Lolo to push
Framers B and D up one space and
Framer C right one space. Take all of the

Hearts at the top except for the furthest

Heart to the left. Push Framer E down
one space and Framer C left one space,

down, left and back to the door. Get the

Heart above Framer B then push Framer

C left to the tree and Framer B across

the left bridge and down to the bottom

wall. Take the bottom left Heart and

push Framer D down and left until it is

below the far left Heart. Next, egg

Snakey A and push it right all the way
to the wall. Push Framer E left two

spaces and down to the tree. Egg
Snakey B and push him down the wall,

then run across the left bridge to pick

up the lowest Heart. Push the Snakey

Egg right one space. Get on the right

bridge and shoot the egg off the screen

before it hatches. Push Framer E right

to the wall below the right Heart. Egg

Snakey A and push it into the water.

Get the Heart and run to the spot

below where Snakey B will reappear.

Before Snakey A reappears, push Snakey

B up two spaces, left one space, and up

three more spaces. Egg the Snakey
again, and push it all the way left, then

up into the water. Push Framer A left

one space, then cross over to the other

side of the water. Get the last Heart.

Position Lolo below Snakey B before it

reappears. When it does appear, push

Snakey B up three spaces and Snakey A
up one space. Push Snakey B up into

the water, get on it, and push Snakey A
over to the right wall and into die water.

Ride the Egg to the Jewel Chest to com-
plete the room. Whew!
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THE UNINVITED
HOW DO I GET THE JEWEL?

Y ou must venture into the maze
of the Labyrinth to take the

Jewel from the Blob. A clue is

written on the markers, “The bouncing

creature loves things that fly.” That clue

refers to the Hawk as the thing that

flies, but you must have the Cage to

catch it. Get the Cage in the Trophy
Room before going into the maze.
From the entrance of the Labyrinth,

use the Move Box and cursor and fol-

low these directions: go Up one, Left

Use the Cage from the Trophy Room on the

Hawk, but don't touch the Cat or the Snake.

two, Up two, Left two, Up four, Right

six and Down two to reach the
Tombstone that says something about

roses. Place the Bouquet on the

Tombstone and the Tombstone will

open. Move forward and unlock the

wall cages, then take the Hawk using

the Cage. When you reach the Blob

nearby, release the Hawk from the

Cage and take the Jewel that is

revealed. Leave the Labyrinth quickly

using the TELEMAZE spell.

When you find the "bouncing creature who
loves things that fly," release the Hawk.

To reach the Tombstone, go Up one, Left two, Up
two, Left two, Up four, Right six and Down two.

With the Jewel, leave the Labyrinth using TELE-

MAZE and go to the Magisterium.

HOW DO I ENTER THE MAGISTERIUM?

A ctually getting into the
Magisterium is easy if you
have the right equipment.

When you are at the door, use the

Jewel, which is taken from the
Bouncing Blob in the Labyrinth as

described above. Place the Jewel in the

hole in the top of the door. Now you
can move up into the Magisterium.

Inside, you’ll need the Fruit to get past

the Blue Creature. If you don’t have it,

go to the Greenhouse, take the

Use the Jewel from the Labyrinth in the spot

above the door to open the Magisterium.

Watering Can, fill it using the faucet

outside the Greenhouse, go inside,

water the Flower Pot and repeat the

process until the plant produces the

Fruit. Inside the Magisterium, you’ll

find three doors. Look for the
Laboratory dead ahead and the
Observatory to the right. The left door

is a fake that won’t open. Use the Card

from the Study and Scroll 2 to get the

Safe’s combination in the Laboratory.

IT BTTHCKS TW FBUI1 «WO
SIBW.LOBIS IT DOW HIH OHC

Give the Fruit to the Blue Creoture in the

Magisterium to make it go away.
In the Lab, through the right door, open the

Safe using the Card and Scroll 2.
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FINAL FANTASY LEGEND n
HOW DO 1 RAISE HUMAN
CHARACTER ABILITIES? Josh Fooks |

H uman characters build up
Strength and Agility by fight-

ing, while Mana is increased

by fighting with Magic spells. Humans
can use heavy weapons while fighting

to increase Strength so that each hit

during battle inflicts greater damage on
the enemy. Agility is increased by fight-

ing with light weapons. Greater Agility

increases the number of times a human
can hit an opponent during batde. The
weapons listed can be purchased in

shops. Special, hidden weapons can
also increase Strength and Agility.

STRENGTH

HAMMER
AXE

LONG SWORD
BATTLE SWORD
GOLD SWORD

Use heavy melee weapons like those above to

increase a Human character's strength.

AGILITY

WHIP

SABRE

SYPHA

RAPIER

LASER SWORD
CATCLAW

Fight with light weight weapons such as these

to build Agility.

WHERE IS THE SEVEN SWORD?

A fter the battle with Apollo,

you will descend into the cen-

ter of the world. Here you

may encounter the Haniwa.These
tough creatures appear at random as

you walk around. The Seven Sword

appears only after defeating a Haniwa.

You may have to fight and defeat many
Haniwa or just one to get the Sword.

If you defeat the Haniwa and receive the Seven
Sword, fight the final battle with Arsenal.

[?wwm ircaimum ©if ttkiii

WRITE TO:
Counselors' Comer
P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, WA
98073-9733

CALL:
(206) 885-7529
Nintendo Game Play

Counselors are on call

Mon-Sat., 4:00 am to

Midnisht and Sun.,

8:00 am to 5:00 pm,
Pacific time.
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A LEGEND OF DEEP SPACE!

A FUTURISTIC BATTLE!

A DOOMSDAY ROBOT!

ROBOTS R’ US
Warbots consist of exotic alloys and super computers, but they

are not invulnerable to attack. Each has its own strengths and
weaknesses. Learn about all three robots by operating them.

You’ll collect experience points for

those ,
destroying enemies, and
points will build up the strengths of
your robots. Once each bot has built

up life reserves, use them like a tag

team to get through tough stages.

XAHDION TRITON

powerful whip

The Alpha One System has been invaded by computer aliens..

Using three sophisticated robots, you must unravel the webs of

time, find Xardion— the ultimate deterrent—and end the war.

Asmik’s space action game lets you switch between super-bots,

collect cool weapons and save via Battery Pak. Good graphics

and music hold your attention through four planets on the way
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HOLLOWSPHERE BATTLE IN THE CENTER OF THE WORLD

JUNGLE GYMNASTICS
Drop into the heart of the ice-shelled planet—

Panthera’s home— to discover the tropical jungle

within. The poisonous moths and boomerang-
throwing apes attack almost continuously. One
fall from a branch means you’ll have to start over,

j

If you survive the jungle, you must scale a cliff I

crawling with enemies. Everything from stones

to bird nests avalanche down at you during the

ascent. At the top awaits an armored, crab-like

Guardian.

CLIFF NOTES
Keep your head up as you climb. Danger always comes from

above. Blast the red creatures as they drop down. Split the

boulders. Watch out for salmon that jump out of the water-

fall and don’t miss the pod beside the nest top left.

Although this is Ponthera's

home world, use Triton to cruise

through the two stoges of

Hollowsphere. (Alcedes and

Panthero provide a greater

challenge.) Continuously fire

when moving to the right. This

method will destroy many

ROBOTS IN THE RUINS

The planet ofFiera is the home world ofAlcedes.

It is also the place where Xardion was built. Here

you’ll find the war raging amidst the ruins of a

human city. Soldiers and paratroopers will attack

anything that looks like a robot . . . and that

means you. The second stage of the world is an

elevator defended by life-forms and energy

beams. Use a variety of robots in your attack and

make sure you collect the Items from the outer

ledges.

The humans of Fiera look

liny, but they can still

RISING TO THE OCCASION
This isn’t your normal elevator ride. First, you must jump
from one elevator platform to another. Second, you are

attacked by beams and beasts while riding the elevators.

Third, you must jump off the elevators to collect hard-to-

reach Items. Fourth, one misstep and you have to start over at

the bottom. Panthera can be useful against squat enemies.

Speciol Abilities can be useful in this area. Defensive This boss's bark is

weapons like the Shield can defend you against than its bite. In far

attacks from the sides, which are otherwise difficult to practically no bite

block. Some Special Abilities like Alcedes' Nuclear Shoot straight up i

Shield make you invincible for a short time. galling guns.



XARDION

ROBOTS OVERBOARD
The action is at lightspeed aboard the space ship. Ene-

mies attack suddenly and quickly, giving you little

time to react. There are more types of foes than in pre-

vious stages. Ifyou have trouble making progress, use

all three robots in a relay to reach the final Guardian.

Attack this Guardian from

both sides while dodging

the ball shots.

EASY EXPERIENCE
Once you have Xardion

you’ll want to build up
his experience level as

quickly as possible. The
jungle stage of Hollow-

sphere is a good place to

do it. You can also

build up Panthera and Alcedes by returning to the

earlier, easier stages. The only way to exit a completed

stage is by losing a life or by pushing both Start and

Select to return to the map select screen,

return to the map select screen.

THE CORE
At first this world seems like a

green and pleasant place. But no
sooner do you set off for a walk

through the park than the trees

pull up their roots and attack.

Inside the planet, you’ll find

bizarre beings. Even the walls

seem to be alive! After the first

stage is completed, you’ll make
an incredible discovery—Xar-

dion, the ultimate robot.

p the faces

Reflex-L, then

le alien head

XARDION
DISCOVERED!

Xardion, the legendary robot, is

discovered in the center of the

planet, but the cost is high.Now
build up Xardion’s experience.

END OF A LEGEND
Once you’ve penetrated the final maze, you’ll face an enemy that changes

form and grows in strength every time you think you’ve destroyed it. Make
sure Xardion is at full strength and be

creative in your attack. Special Abilities

are crucial to victory.

THE INNER FRONTIER



It's time to return to the

tropics. Master Higgins first

appeared in the NES version of
Hudson's Adventure Island, a chal-

lenging adventure. He returned to

reprise his role in Adventure Island for

Game Boy and Adventure Island II for the

NES. Now he's back to explore a big, beautiful

paradise on the Super NES. Striking back-
grounds and crazy enemies make this the richest adven-

ture yet, but the game's best feature just might be its music.
Crank it up, and get ready for adventure with a tropical beat!

TM&© 1992 Hudson Soft

STAR LIGHT, STAR BRIG



FREE-FALLING

COMB THE BEACHES
FOR TRUSTY TOOLS

Empty-handed, Higgins must elude his foes. Pick up
Hammers and Boomerangs for him to use as weapons.

In earlier games, Higgins traveled mostly by dinosaur.

This time he swims, skateboards, climbs trees and takes

to the rails in a mining car as he explores the island from

snowy mountain peaks to dark, dank caverns.

Higgins starts with three lives and can

continue twice, but 1-Ups are few and

far between. Earn one by racking up

100,000 points. Others can be found in

the hidden mini-stages that sometimes

appear when you jump in the right



STAGE 1

m ,* - \\

PALM TREES IN PARADISE
The big bird drops you on a sandy beach amid palm trees and exotic tropical flowers. Paradise!

1 " '
, Search for sea Shellies on the seashore, but beware— they’re dangerous. Practice jumping different

•* heights and distances. This is an easy stage, so enjoy the scenery while you can.

JUNGLE

A fearsome flame-thrower lurks at

BLUE

REPTILLY

1-3 TUNNEL
TIME

BONUS STAGE

BAMBOOZAL
the end ofRound 1. Get ready to do

fast footwork and fancy firing.

ENEMY
ALERT!

I From beach to jungle to vol-

|
canic cave, the tropics are

I teeming with danger. Ene-

I
mies attack from ahead and
behind, so Higgins has to

stay on his toes, ready to

defend himself, at all times.



BACK TO THE BEACH

Confused penguins, electri-

fying eels and way-out wal-

ruses keep you hopping in

Round 2. Stay on your toes!

MEET
WALLY

IN THE SWIM

UP, UP AND AWAY

LECTRON

Stay up oft the bottom and watch out

Lectrons and Flounders.

When you reach the tree, the only way to go is up. Search the branches for

fruit and weapons, but move quickly so you won’t run out of energy before

you reach the treetop. Look before you leap, too, or you might find yourself

jumping smack into one of the many meanies that live in the tree. In some
places you can uncover hidden fruit by tossing your Boomerang.

To boost

search for the Bonus Stage hidden

somewhere on the branches of the

tree. It's near the bottom, and you’ll

have to jump really high to find it.

Mad blue hounds in the

misty forest dog youi

every move, and if'

raining Blue Reptillie;

to boot. Jump and fire:

In the cave, hop into the mining car and

ride the rails to the end of the stage to

meet a sneaky snake on a twisting trail.



HEAT WAVE

PEAK LEAP

Aaacckkkk!

FROM FURNACE TO FREEZER

THE INNER
SANCTUM THE DARK

CLOAK
LIGHTS OUT!

Now you’re face-to-face with

Dark Cloak. Is the Cloak the

mastermind behind this

We’ll never tell!

mess:

Dork Clock dorls overhead

STAGE 4

Are those mountains in the background or just a mirage? The heat waves

make it hard to tell. In this parched, desolate land, the only thing that falls from
the sky is Blue Reptilly.

To climb to the top of the mountain,

you’ll have to leap from crag to crag while

avoiding a new enemy, Skullfoot. He’s

tough to crack—you have to strike twice

to take him out. Watch your energy

meter! Blue Replilly.

^
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- THE-ALIEN. WARS BEGIN! _ I
v- It’s time for revenge. Red Falcon is back with hordes of new and

improved alien enemies. Konami scores big with the first Super NES

Contra game! Contra IE features horizontal and vertical scrolling stages

' and also shows off a few dazzling overhead views. It's an awesome 2-

— player game and each of the six stages will test your game playing

_ skills.

ALL NEWACTION
Jimbo and Sully, the Contra warriors, have

some new tricks up their sleeves. Well, —

'

OK . . . they don’t wear sleeves, but they defi- _
nitely have some new tricks! They can carry a

gun in each arm and can switch between the

weapons at any time.

© 1992 KONAMI

w W W
GET A GRIP!

After undergoing some serious up-

per-body weight training, Jimbo and

Sully now possess the ability to grab

onto just about anything they can

jump to and reach! There are sections

of stages where it will be necessary to

grab onto ceilings, girders, turning

rotors and even flying missiles! They
will automatically grab structures if

close enough.

W W W

gg||B|l
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THE STREETS OF NEO CITY
Neo City had always been a relatively peaceful place to

live, but one fateful day in the year 2636, that peace

came to an explosive and abrupt end. Red Falcon and

his group of aliens unleashed a devastating nuclear

strike upon the peaceful city. No one is sure if there are

survivors. The terrain is now dominated by bombed-
out buildings and other structural wreckage. Sharpen

your skills here because it only gets harder!

START

WATCH YOUR BACK!
Corporals ofPunishment attack from

just about any angle, so make sure you

are scanning the entire screen at all

times. More enemies will appear in the

NORMAL and HARD modes.

84

TAKE A TANK CRUISE
You will be invincible

while riding in the tank.

Fire the Konan Cannon
to take out the second

wall barrier.

CAUTION: GRENADES
The tank is vulnerable

to grenades tossed by
Blue Corporals. Jump
out ofthe tank to shoot

them before they throw

the grenades.

The missiles which come from

the bomber will not harm you,

but the ensuing fire from the

explosion will. Stay up on one

of the platforms until you can

go-

NINTENDO POWER

Hang out in this section until

the fireballs have stopped

spewing from the fire pit.

Shoot the fireballs if they get

close to you. The Homing
Gun works very well here.

.



WEAPON WING KEY
Barrier Shield . . . B Laser Gun L

Crush Gun C Spread Gun S

Fire Gun F M-80.000 Helio Bomb..BOMB

DESTROY THE CORE
Shoot the Red Corporal

Sniper at the top of the

wall, then shoot the two

bomb launchers. The
red core will now be vul-

nerable.

~mmmm

If you defeat the Red
Corporal with the big

gun first, the elevated

stone fort will explode

and the Blue Corporals

will cease to come out.

NAIL THE RED CORPORAL

MOVE IT, JIMBO!
Jump quickly to

die concrete plat-

form when the

fire chain ends.

-J U w w w

BYPASS THE DANGER
Run to the right side ofthe screen as the building

crumbles. Stay put until the heavily-armored

tank comes out. Shoot the tank from behind to

destroy it. The tank is vulnerable from either

end, but you’ll be safe in this spot.

The first boss you will encounter looks a lot like a giant mutated

turtle. The weak spot is the lower red area. Beast Kimkoh will fire

an intense laser-breath blast from his mouth, so stay off the low-

er platform. Fire at the red spot from ground level. The upper

platform is a relatively safe place to stand and jump ifBeast Kim-

0 koh is firing shots at you.

Shoot Beast Kimkoh' s upper

opening to puta quick halt to the

small winged enemies.

SUPER NES



MARIA CALDERON HIGHWAY
Power-Up hoarding Twylobites have overrun this maze
of elevated roadway. Your goal is to destroy five Red
Corporals who rise up out of domed manholes. You
can take out the Corporals in any order you like, but

the order which we have outlined here seems to be logi-

cal to follow. Watch out for mines and sections of road-

way which crumble away under your feet. You won’t be

able to survive the long fall to the ground below.

< strip of asphalt ret

the roadway beneath you fallsawe
tremely careful when cn

2ND MANHOLE: PROTECT YOURSELF
Be wary of the crumbling roadway as you make your

way toward the second target. Stand just to the left of

the last retaining wall and shoot at the second Red Cor-
poral when he comes out of his manhole.

1ST MANHOLE: ATTACK QUICKLY

Choose this area as your

starting location. When you

finally land on the roadway,

you will be invincible for a

few seconds. Use the invinci-

bility to your advantage and

move in close to the opening

manhole.

3RD MANHOLE: EXPLODING MINES
The Twylobites have placed mines at various places

throughout the highway, but they are concentrated

around the third and fourth manholes. The mines will

trip when you walk over them, but will not explode on
contact. They take one

full second to explode.

This gives you enough
time to move to a safe

spot. Trip a few of the

mines to clear an open
area, then take out the

Red Corporal.
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0 CALL ON YOUR BUD, SULLY

The action in Contra III is fast and furious, so it’s a good
idea to take along an ally. Sully has the same abilities as

Jimbo. The difference in the two-player modes is only

apparent in the stages with overhead views. Mode A has

a split-screen view, but mode B features both warriors

placed in the same area.

5TH MANHOLE: LAST ONE!
Drop a Bomb if you want to end this battle quickly.

After defeating the Red Corporal in the fifth man-
hole, you will be transported directly to the Boss.

1

Your first objective when dealing with Metallican should

be to take out the tail gun and the six pods. Once des-

troyed, the pods will not harm you. Metallican spins and
elevates above you. It tries to crash down upon you—keep
moving to avoid it. Use the L and R Buttons to position

yourself and fire constantly at the exposed red area to de-

stroy Metallican.

The fourth Red Corpo-

ral, as well as the third,

will spin quickly and fire

a round of bullets. Keep
your thumb positioned

on the B Button. Using it

allows you to duck under

the bullets.

4TH MANHOLE: MORE MINES
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START

FORGING YOUR WAY
Don’t get in a hurry through this section. The
many enemies here can surprise you. Grab a Fire

Gun if possible. It’s the best weapon to use here.

You con c

attack the

When Chrome Dome has been defeated, you’ll be

forced to jump onto the structure on the right side

of the screen. The Tri-Transforming Wall Walker

appears here. Stay between his

aa U feet and shoot or avoid the

missiles it fires at you. The Fire

Gun will give you the most

FIRE GUN POWER
The Fire Gun is definitely the

weapon of choice in the Old

Cyber Steel Factory. Use a

sweeping motion to hit the

exposed red area on the Flying

Squito Nest and to wipe out the

Megasquitos that leap from the

ship. Stay on either side of the

screen to avoid the grenades

which drop from the ship.

Walker wher

in Ihis locatic

protection.

Wait for the

deluge of

grenades to :

before movin

GET THE BARRIER SHIELD
The Barrier Shield will help you to get through this

short area. Ifyou don’t get it you’ll have to deal with

missiles and several angry Red Corporal Snipers.

NINTENDO POWER

^
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THE OLD CYBER STEEL FACTORY 0

Red Falcon’s forces have taken over the only operable

steel factory remaining in Neo City. Red Falcon and his

band ofaliens are using the factory to manufacture new

q weapons. They are also using it as a landing pad for

arriving alien forces. You will be confronted through-

out the stage with a vast assortment of enemies and

challenging terrain. A stretch of elevated girders will

test your fear of heights and hand strength.



TAKE A ROTOR RIDE

When leaping onto the spinning rotors, jump for

the center of each rotor.

This will give you a better

chance at grabbing onto

something solid. Be aware

that the rotors don’t spin

at the same speed.

CHROME DOME
With the Fire Gun, Chrome Dome is

easy to defeat. Hang on either end of the

girder and aim your fire at Chrome
Dome’s red area. If you don’t have the

Fire Gun, you’ll have to grab onto the

rotating “arms” and shoot at the red area.

Jump back to the girder when Chrome
Dome explodes.

J w *.

1 , 2, & ROBO-CORPSE
Upon entering this room you will

be assaulted by twin robots, Bob 1

and Bob 2. Jump up and climb to

the ceiling. Bob 1 will jump up to

get you, but Bob 2 remains on the

floor and shoots lasers.

» calm down, but

then Robo-Corpse rips his way
through the back wall! Move clock-

wise around the room while shoot-

ing at the gigantic Robo-Corpse.

SUPER NES



CD THE BATTLE OF THE BLAZING SKY
Jimbo and Sully say, “If it moves, we’ll ride it!” They
really mean it. Their feet never touch the ground in this

fast-moving, action-packed stage. You can jump when

q riding the cycles. Don’t worry about falling off of

them—they will automatically move under you because

of their advanced rider-tracking system. The cycles are

not susceptible to enemy fire because of the extremely

high tensile strength of their frames.

w
|
w

PSYCHO CYCLERS
This troop ofalien bandits rides blazing

sky cycles. When the action starts, you
will see them all fly past you to the right

and then they will pass overhead from

right to left while raining grenades

down upon you. Jump
to avoid the exploding

grenades. They will not

harm your cycle.

Slay to the left here.

Jump and shoot at

the Jet-pak Snipers

as you shoot the

The Fire Gun is the

best weapon in this

Corporals as they

This machine is very unpredictable. Watch out for

the legs when they whip around. Aim for the

0 THE MUCHO GRANDE BADLANDS 0

As before, like the Maria Calderon Highway, you can landforms are connected with precariously thin strips

choose your starting position in the stage. Your goal in of land and dangerous bridges,

the Badlands is to take out five enemy entrances. The

© <s>

1ST ENTRANCE
Once again, the order for destroying the

entrances is totally up to you, butwe have

listed them here in a logical order.

Remember, when you land on the

ground, you will be invincible for a few

seconds. Move in close to the entrance to

fire off as many shots as possible.

—
2ND ENTRANCE
After destroying the first enemy en-

trance, move carefully along the narrow

pathways towards the second entrance

which is situated in an area of flowing

sand. Keep moving and use the L and R
Buttons to accurately position yourself.O The flowing sands ore

home to dangerous

Fire Twylobi.es. Avoid

them at ail costs.

4TH ENTRANCE
The shifting sand is easier to deal with M
than the swirling sand, but it still can

| jjQ
present a challenge. Stay close to solid Kj
ground if enemies appear.—

.; —I
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0 HARASSING SLASH ®
Slash, the lone predator ofthe upper atmosphere, attacks

shortly after you have grabbed onto the helicopter. Hang
near either end of the missile until he attaches his chain

to the missile as well. When he swings, pelt him with as

many shots as possible with your most powerful weapon.

Jump quickly to avoid his

sword attack if he pulls up

close to the missile.

The Spread Gun will allow you lo hit

Slash with a multitude of shots as he

swings wildly underneath you.

Slash’s sword attack can be deadly.

Jump quickly out of the way if he

recoils the chain that he swings from.

1 ©
The only thing you have to hang onto here are the mis-

siles which are speeding toward the tail-end of the Battle-

ship. Jump from missile to missile while firing your

weapon. Shoot the upper and lower gun turrets to get rid

of the protective shield,

oo then blast away at the

i center engine core.

5TH ENTRANCE
Fire from the Fire Twylobites can travel

through the barriers. Stay away from

them. Destroy-

ing the fifth §
entrance will

3RD ENTRANCE
Welcome to the swirling sands. Upon
entering this section,

keep your finger on

the L Button to con

trol your spin. It car

be difficult.

I ... -

® e
The Fire or Laser Guns will work well

against Scorpabellum. Aim for the o
ter eye. Drop a Bomb after Scorpabel-

lum starts turning. It’s rather difficult to

keep your footing even while you are

using the L Button.

Aim carefully for the

Destroying the Pedes

which emerge from

Scorpabellum will yield

useful items.

RED FALCON'S
MAIN BASE!

Stage Six is the

final challenge.

Be prepared to

use your knowl-

edge of weapon-

ry and fighting

tactics because you’re going to need

them to survive! There are a total of

four mini-bosses to deal with before

encountering Red Falcon. A huge

H golden boss and

the Vicious Slave

Hawk will try

their best to put a

stop to your for-

ward progress.

bottle with him. Be

prepored for anything

and everything!

Remember,

there are

three diffi-

culty levels

in Contra

ffl. Each

level has a different ending. Only the

best will finish the HARD level.

Good luck!

SUPER NES



Nintendo’s Super Soccer and Taito’s Super Soccer Champ
are just two of the several Super NES soccer games that

are expected to be out by the end of the year. Super soccer

puts you right into the action with a viewpoint that

hovers over the field and follows the ball as it sails from

goal to goal. It’s an innovation that really takes

* advantage of the system’s features.

OVER THE FIELD VIEW
The Super Soccer view follows the action so closely that

you’ll probably feel the urge to duck out of the way as the ball

sails toward the screen. This slightly over-the-field vantage

adds a sense of realism and immediacy to the game, putting

you in the midst of the action.

GREAT GRAPHICS
Soccer players are a physical lot, with

strong legs and incredible agility. The
graphics in Super Soccer make these

athletes come to life with smooth,

flowing animation and realistic soccer

moves.

EsmEmm
Team formations show where your

players will wait for the ball. Some for-

mations are very defensive, while

other put the emphasis on scoring.

You can change formations at the half.

While the members ofyour squad are

used to playing certain positions, you

can reassign them at the beginning of

the game, halftime or when there’s an

injury or a penalty.

TAKE THE TROPHY
When you overcome the other 15 teams

in the single-elimination tournament

you’ll earn the Super Soccer Trophy.

There won’t be much of a chance to rest

on your laurels though, because a squad

of super pros called the Nintendo Team
have their eyes on the trophy. You’ll go

up against them in a final showdown.
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Super Soccer Champ has a more traditional sports game
point of view than Super Soccer. The emphasis in this

game is on fancy moves. Every team has an Ace Striker

who can perform acrobatic and unstoppable shots.

o Zatthaus ta

After you choose your team, you’ll be i

able to enlist one of four star players

who can perform various athletic shots. I

A team that is controlled by two players •’

RSHOWDOWN

There’s much more to Super Soccer Champ than

dribbling and kicking the ball. With practice, you

can dazzle your opponents with amazing offensive

and defensive moves. They’re all done with the Y
is allowed to have two Ace Strikers. or B Button.

Ace Strikers are occasionally able to “Super Shoot,” which means that they

can execute one of the amazing shots illustrated below when the timing is

right. Try to get the ball to your Ace Striker when he’s got an open shot on
the goal. If he Super Shoots, you’ll be guaranteed a goal.

ONE-HAND VOLLEY ROLLING SHOT BACK FLIP KICK OVERSPIN SHOT

JM n *

J,V ft

HIGH JUMP HEADER HANDSTAND SHOT SPIN SHOT SCREW SLIDING SHOT

% W 3 1 % V'l



OFFENSE
The key to getting the ball downfield in Super Soccer is to stay in control. Ifyou

just boot the ball with the B Button there’s a good chance that the opposing

team will intercept. Instead, concentrate on dribbling finesse and short A or Y
Button passes. Then set up a goal and fire it past the Goalkeeper with a powerful

kick.

DEFENSE (Jj$>
You’ll always control the line of players that are closest to the ball. You can regain

position by sliding and attacking the ball or by hitting the ball handler with a risky

Shoulder Charge.

SHOULDER CHARGE SLIDE TACKLE TRAP
Press the Y Button to Press theA or B Button to Position your player any-

knock the player who has kick the ball from under where in the path of the

the ball off balance. Then the ball handler’s feet. moving ball and attempt to

SHOOT OUfC^
A tie is broken by a one-on-one Shoot
Out. The key to victory is blocking

more shots than your opponent blocks.

The Shooter has a definite advantage in the Shoot

T^PLAYER—
GAME
The most common way to play Super

Soccer with two players is to go head-to-

head in an exhibition game. You can

also join up with a second player and

trolled team in

an exhibition
'

or tournament jR w
contest.

V

SHOOT
Goalkeepers can stop just about any

shot if they’re ready for it. Try to

keep them off guard by hesitating in

front of the goal. Then shoot for the

corner.

Let the Goalkeeper step toward you, then shoot for the

corner of the goal or pass to an open man.

Use the marks on the field to judge the width of the

goal as you're making your approach.

STAR

PLAYERS

Almost every team has a super-

star. The table below lists the

most talented players for each

team in the tournament.

Germany #10 Rudi

Argentina #7 Diego

Italy #10 Primo

Brazil #8 Paulo

Holland #10 Lane

England #10 Brock

Cameroon #10 Roger

Romania #8 Nicul

Ireland #1 Riley

France #6 Herve

U.S.A. #10 Bart

Japan #7 Jiro

Columbia #9 Rico

Yugoslavia #9 Cajos

Uruguay #7 Cecil

Belgium #7 Shell
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SUPER SOCCER

SUPER SOCCER CHAMP

designed specifically for passing in Super Soc-

cer Champ, you’ll have to keep an eye on the Field Overview while you’re target-

ing long kicks downfield. You’ll do well by planning out a series oflengthy passes

and carrying them out as soon as your players receive the ball.The quick pace will

ensure that your opponents are caught oft guard.

The best way to work the ball downfield is to pass to the play-

ers that you can see on the Field Overview. Press theY Button

for a low, quick kick or press the B Button to execute a high,

slow lob.

You’ll get the ball past the opposing Goal Keeper only if your

timing is right. Try to draw the Keeper out of the goal, then

pass to a teammate on the other side of the goal and have him
kick it in.

There are several different moves that you can make in order to

take the ball away from opposing players. They all center around

approaching the ball handler in different ways and pressing theY
or B Button. Be careful. Some moves can get you in foul trouble

if the Referee is watching closely.

When you’re controlling the Goal Keeper in the tie-break-

er Shoot Out, you’ll have a split second to react before the

shot goes in. Practice makes perfect.

When two players are playing cooperatively or competi-

tively the team members they control are clearly marked.



DARING DEVELOPERS

A NEW VIEW

While Salt Lake City may not seem like a video game Mecca
at first glance, this dean-aired city in the Rocky Mountains is

home to one ot the country’s most active game developers,

Sculptured Software. Recent Sculptured Software creations have

included Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves published by Virgin

Games,T & C II: Thrilla’s Surfari from LJN, High Stakes from

Electro Brain and The Empire Strikes Back from Lucasfilm and

JVC.
We talked to Sculptured Software President George Metos

about his company’s recent rise to gaming fame. ‘The company
started in 1983 makinggames for the Commodore, Apple,Atari
and IBM systems,” recalls George. “At first we made low budget

games, then we moved up. Our most notable computer game

has turned out to be Jack Nicklaus Golf.” The game has since

been developed for 12 different formats, including all three Nin-

tendo systems.

The first NES hit designed by Sculptured Software was

Monopoly from Parker Brothers. George feels that video adap-

tations of board games are*“usually flat and lifeless.” So he put

Bill Williams,whom he considers to be “about as creative as one

human being can be” on the project. “He really went to town on
this game.” Animated playing pieces, computer-controlled play-

ers with their own personalities and other innovations brought

the game to life. George feels that these extra touches added to

the popularity of the game. ‘The people at Parker Brothers tell

us that sales for the game have been nearly ten times higher

than they expected.”

Sculptured Software’s eight programming teams often

attempt to go beyond standard video game formulas and create

something that will appeal to players who are looking for

something new. “We like to push the hardware to the max,” says

George. “The worst insult would be for publishers to give us a

project thinking that we’re just OK, because we really want to

make their heads spin.”

LJN’s Roger Clemens MVP Baseball lives up to the these

ground-breaking standards. “We were challenged by the fact that

there were already a zillion baseball games out there,” explains

George. “Most baseball games force players to look at the field

as if they were in a blimp above the stadium. This is not theway
baseball is played.” In order to make the game more like real

baseball, the programmers brought the perspective down to

ground level, giving players a real sense of being part of the

game. Since the game has been successful for the NES, it’s now
being designed for the Super NES.

The Super NES version of Roger Clemens MVP Boseboll below will include the

some types of vantage points as the NES version above with detailed 1 6-bit graphics.
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Sculptured is also responsible for LJN’sWWF Super Wresde-

mania. Once again, George and his programmers sought to

improve on other games in the same genre. “Our main concern

about past wrestling games was that players merely pounded on
the controllers in order to Fight” says George. “We wanted to

give real control to the player, just like in any other good game.”

The attention to play control allows players to perform the

flamboyant moves of the WWF wresders with minimal effort.

Other lavish WWF touches proved to be a real programming

challenge. ‘The wresders’ colorful costumes were very compli-

cated to cram into the memory ofthe machine, but we wanted

to push it to the limit.”

ON-THE-COURT
ACTION

NCAA Basketball,which will be released by Hal America lat-

er diis year, is another Sculptured Software game that features a

unique player perspective. The close-to-the-court rotating view

used in the game employs the Mode 7 feature ofthe Super NES.

“Everyone saw how powerful Mode 7 was in games like F-Zero

and Pilotwings.We wondered how it could benefit our games,”

George explains. “Don’t ask me why we tried it out on such a

complicated game as Basketball, with 10 players to keep track of

. . . but the experiment worked.”

CREATIVE
CHARACTERS

The Simpsons: Bart’s Nightmare will be Sculptured Soft-

ware’s first take on everyone’s favorite cartoon family. “One
ofour goals is to make a game that has the same look and feel

as the Simpsons show by really concentrating on retaining

the personalities of the characters,” George notes. “We see

appearances by Homer Kong battling Bartzilla and

Momthra. At one point in the game Bart gets sucked intoTV
Land to meet up with Itchy and Scratchy and later he flies

over Springfield as Bartman. None of the past Bart Simpson

games look anything like this one.”

The programmers at Sculptured dreamed up a new adventure for Bart Simpson that

explores the boundaries of the Simpsons universe.

In the future, George Metos and Sculptured Software will

continue to attempt to break new ground and come up with

intriguing game designs. George has this advice to those who
aspire to do the same: “Play all of the games that you want,

just stay in school and learn something valuable, like pro-

gramming, animation or electronic music. The industry

needs a constant flow of creativity.”
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Come to Nintendo
headquarters and be a
'r*""ar editor for a day!

flay the latest games,
then take aim at

Rob. Give them your

In a future issue, Now
Playing will feature

Three Guys (or Two Guys and a

Gal). Your remarks will be printed

along with George’s and Rob’s.

50 Winners!

They’ll be scoping

you out when you
wear your Power
jersey!
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YOU 1
Pick UP your own

> Super NES and a

summs

mmms
from Have a Nintendo Power lunch at Cafe Mario.

[ YOU )

Scope out the sights in Seattle.

Official Contest Rules
(No Purchase

Necessary)

To enter, either fill out the Player’s Poll response card

or print your name, address and telephone number on
a plain 3“ x 5” piece of paper. Mail your entry to this

address:

NintendoPower Player's Poll
P.O. BOX 97062

g| Redmond,WA 98073-9762
One entry per person, please. All entries must be
postmarked no later than June 1, 1992. We are not

responsible for lost, stolen or misdirected mail.

On or about June 15, 1992, winners will be randomly
drawn from among all eligible entries. By accepting

their prizes, winners Qonsent to the use of their

names, photographs, or other likenesses for the pur-

pose of advertisements or promotions on behalf of

“Nintendo Power” magazine or Nintendo of America
Inc. without further compensation. Prizes are limited

to one per household. Chances of winning are deter-

mined by the total number of entries received. The
ratio of prizes to entry cards distributed is approxi-

mately 61 :1 ,350,000. No substitution of prizes is per-

mitted. All prizes will be awarded. To receive a list of

winners, which will be available after June 30, 1992,

send your request to the address provided above.

GRAND PRIZE TRIP: Nintendo will arrange air travel

and accommodations in the Seattle area for the Grand
Prize winner and one guest. If under 18, the winner

must be accompanied by a parent or legal guardian.

The winner must also provide written release to Nin-

tendo of America Inc. Estimated value of the grand

prize is $2,000. Exact date of the trip is subject to final

determination by Nintendo of America Inc. and to

accommodation and airfare availability. Some restric-

tions apply.

This contest is not open to employees of Nintendo of

America Inc., their affiliates, agencies, or immediate

families. Void in Canada and elsewhere where prohi-

bited by law. This contest is subject to all federal,

state, and local laws and regulations.

a
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LAYIN
ATEST RELEASES

ROB ) J

prnnprh We’ve mainly got Super NES games to talk

about this month. For the NES, though, I can

say that Darkwing Duck is a real winner. It’s got a great

character and that same cartoon-like style that has made the

Mega Man series so fun to play.

I

It should be

no surprise

that Darkwing Duck is from

the same company that has

released the Mega Man
games. I think that it’s a real

solid effort by Capcom, with

well-drawn graphics and
some cool enemies and in-

ventions. If you like the

Darkwing Duck cartoons,

you’ll like this game.

SUM
ifj±l

r»ll 1 Ul
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Personal Power Meters for 4 In 1 Funpak. George: 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.5 Rob: 3.5 3.0 3.5 3.0.

GEORGE |

There’s a new action puzzle game for Game
Boy called Nail ‘N Scale.

nnn i
From the title, I thought that this was going to

be a beauty parlor game. You know, you could

GEORGS There’s a new Game Pak from Interplay that is

* soon to be released called the 4 In 1 Funpak.
It includes Chess, Checkers, Backgammon and Reversi.

nnn Y Yeah. This is a really great idea. You’ve got four

1 classic board games in one Game Pak. I see this

as a good traveling Pak. It’s a nice compact package and all of

the games are very simple, clean adaptations.

go in and get your nails done, then hop onto the scale.

I think the only place I've found a beauty

parlor is in the upcoming Barbie game for

Game Boy. In Nail ‘N Scale, you have to toss nails into these

wall-like obstacles, then climb onto the nails and go up and

over the obstacles.

prnnprk One thing that I really like about it is that

when you’re playing against someone else, you
can eitherGame Linkwith anotherGame Boy or just use one
Game Boy and pass it over to the other player when it’s his or

her turn.

ROB I That is a good option. And when you’re play-

J ing a one-player game, you can choose be-

tween four levels of difficulty.

prnnprh But you should know that the computer takesUnU * a lot oftime to plan its next move in the higher

difficulty levels.

1
ROB ) Of course, you should too.

I enemies that get in your way. The concept is

pretty simple and it doesn’t seem like there would be much to

the game, but it’s tun when you get into it.

I played it for longer than I intended to because

it was fun to figure out how to get around the

assorted obstacles without being hit by the enemies.

nnn
|
And as far as the graphics go, they’re not a real

nuD J \

GEORGE 1 1

work of art, but they do the job.
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fprnnpr I My pick of the Super NES litter this month is

ontra III: The Alien Wars. Your first target

in this sci-fi thriller is this fancy futuristic sports car which
goes up in flames after you fill it with lead. Talk about an

explosive beginning.

ROB
J

Contra III is going to be a mega-hit. The

eI graphics are hot, the action is great and there

are a lot of fun surprises. You’re never surewhat kindofdanger

lurks in the next stage. In fact, this game has some of the

coolest enemies that I’ve ever seen.

f PHUA Super Soccer and Super Soccer Champ arenW *
reviewed in this issue. They are the first two of

several Super NES soccergames that are planned for release in

the near future. Super Soccer is far and away the most realistic

soccer game that I’ve played so far. That’s mainly because of
the way that the viewpoint follows the ball up and down the

field in such a smooth flowing way.

(iFORfiF I
^ t s a §reat viewpoint for a soccer game. I likeLUnu

J t |ie acr jon> too j Jo think, though, that when
you’re playing a two-player game, the player defending the

near goal and shooting for the far goal has the advantage.

f prnnpr
|
The enemies are great and some of the items

UCUnUL | that yoU can use are also pretty awesome. In

one place, for example, you can climb into a tank and fire this

amazing shot that makes the whole tank recoil. What power!

Personal Power Meiers for Contrail: The Alien Wars. George: 4.5 4.0 4.5 3.5 Rob:

4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0.

ROB 1
That’s true. But players do switch at halftime

>- J and, if you think that a certain formation

works for the particular end ofthe field that you’re defending,

you can change to that formation before the second half

begins.

Personal Power Meiers for Super Soccer. George: 4.0 4.0 4.5 3.5 Rob: 4.5 3.5 4.5 4.5.

ROB

GEORGE |

(
ROB 1

A Raiden Trad is a two-player simultaneous

MsI shooter where you pilot a plane that looks

something like an F- 14. A two-player team-up is much easier

than a one-player game. Both planes are able to earn Power-

Ups very quickly, including these homing missiles which zero

in on anything in your path.

It’s pretty much a walk-through for the first

couple of levels.

Yeah. And ifanything should happen to slip by

your wall of fire, you can easily avoid it.

PFORfFl The game uses the power of the Super NES to

keep a lot of shots in the air at once, which is

cool, but the graphics are generally unimpressive, considering

what else is out there.

ROB
The graphics are along the lines ofwhat younuu • might have seen in the arcades in the mid-’80s.

It’s a pretty fun game, but it doesn’t compare to U.N.
Squadron, Super R-Type or Gradius III...

PFflRfF I
Ofcourse

. those are one-playergames. Ifyou’re

looking exclusively for a two-player simulta-

neous shooter, you might try Darius Twin for pretty decent

Super NES graphics. I think that Raiden Trad is also pretty

good, but it’s not my first choice.

Personol Power Meiers for Raiden Trad. George: 2.5 3.0 3.0 3.0 Rob: 3.0 4.0 4.0 3.5.

GEORGE I
The viewpoint in Super Soccer Champ fol-

^ J lows the action from the sidelines, scrolling

left and right as the ball moves. It’s probably not as “in the

thick” of things as Super Soccer, but it’s still a pretty realistic

soccer game and it’s equally difficult for both players at the

same time.

ROB J
I think it’s all right, but I don’t enjoy it as

J much as Super Soccer. If it was the only soccer

game around, I’d probably like it more than I do.

Personal Power Meters for Super Soccer Champ. George: 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.0 Rob: 3.0

4.0 3.0 3.0.

ROB \
"^ere are t^iree Super NES golfgames which

IU
J are either soon to be released or now available.

They are Jack Nicklaus Golf from Tradewest, True Golf
Classics: Pebble Beach Golf Links from T & E Soft and
PGA Tour Golf from Electronic Arts. I think that it would
serve our readers well for us to compare these releases.

nrnnpr I All three are four-player alternating games.

Jack Nicklaus Golf uses a password to save

your position and True Golf Classics: Pebble Beach Golf
Links employs a battery backup for saving data.

nnp
) Jack Nicklaus Golf has three built-in courses,

U * alongwith an option for the player to create his

or her own course from a menu of several different holes.
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prnnpr
J

It also includes a driving range and putting

green, and you can choose to compete in

stroke play or, if there’s at least one other player, you can

participate in a skins game.

nnn | I like the fact that there’s a lot of versatility to
rlUD i the game, but I’d like to mention that the pace

is rather sluggish. Granted, this is a golfgame and not Contra

III: The Alien Wars, but it does move along rather slowly.

PEnDPCl The slow pace comes from the way that the

screen goes blank after each shot and the new
position of the ball is then drawn in, starting on the left side

of the screen and moving to the right side.

Yeah. It’s not a real smooth transition. Of
course, when you are actually out there on the

course, there is a lot oftime between shots. So, it’s realistic in

that sense.

ROB 1

pnp i I think that’s because there is so much detail in

the graphics.We mentioned thatJack Nicklaus

Golf includes a skins games. This game also includes skins

play, along with stroke play, match play and a tournament. If

I had a complaint with this game it would be with the play

control. Once you determine the strength ofyour shot, you
see a red dot that kind ofscans over a golfball. The idea is that

you're supposed to stop the dot at the area on the ball where

you want to concentrate your hit. To me that seems more like

luck than anything, and it doesn’t really test your golfing

abilities.

PCnDPC I
That’s true. But ifyou have quick reflexes, you

should be able to stop the dot where you want

to most of the time.

ROB I
What do you think about the music?

PFflRPF I
I think that it’s appropriate because it sounds

l
**EUnuE J |jke something that Bing Crosby would be

singing and, you know, he was quite a golfer.

I prnnpr |
We should mention that there is also a Game
Boy version ofJack Nicklaus Golf. It’s similar

in play control and style. The
main differences are that the

graphics are simplified quite

a bit for the Game Boy ver-

sion and two of the Game
Boy courses are different from

the Super NES courses.

Personal Power Meters for Jack Nicklaus Golf. George: 3.0 3.5 3.0 3.0 Rob: 3.5 3.0

3.0 3.0.

ROB )' think that it would be a great touch if you
J could turn around in the game and see this jazz

trio playing the same perky riff over and over again. After

about two holes, I find myselfexercising the option to turn off

the music.

Personal Power Meters for True Golf Classics: Pebble Beach Golf Links. George: 4.0

3.0 3.5 3.0 Rob: 4.5 3.5 3.5 3.5.

BHHB Last but not least, we have PGA Tour Golf.

^___J This is my favorite golf game for the Super

NES so far. It really takes advantage of the Super NES scaling

and rotation effects. When you hit the ball, your viewpoint

actually follows the ball in flight, right to where it lands. .

ROB I
The nextgame inourcomparison ofthenewgolf

1 ~ titles is True Golf Classics: Pebble Beach Golf
Links. This is the second in a series ofgames from T & E Soft

which faithfully present actual, well-known golf courses.

f pEflDPC 1
Tes. The first one focused on the Waialae

Country Club in Hawaii. And it’s quite a

value, since the cost ofthe Game Pak is just a fraction ofwhat

it would cost to play a single round at one of these courses.

png 1 That’s true. I understand that the game de-
[

nuy
j s jgners went to great lengths to make sure that

courses in the games look as close as they possibly can to their

real-life counterparts. I’ve never been lucky enough to play

them, though.

The graphics are very detailed and they really

do add to the playing experience. My only

complaint is that it’s a little slow to change angles when you’re

aiming your shot.

DQg ^ I like that too. Because it has that effect,

though, each hole is isolated from the rest of

the course, which is kind of strange, especially since the

courses in the game are supposed to mirror four actual courses

on the PGA Tour.

prnnpr
|

It takes some getting used to, but the Ball Cam
i
UCUnUC | effect js quite stunning. I also think that the

play control is very easy to manage. On every shot, you know
exactly how far the chosen club can hit the ball and how far

you are from the pin. It’s a game that you can just pick up and

play...very intuitive.
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ROB
I

The only thing that I don’t like is that in a

multi-playergame, both controllers are always

activated so the player holding the other controller can hit

your ball if he or she isn’t paying attention.

GEORGE

|

But, I think that could save you from crossing

alotofwires ifyou’re playing with four players. Personal Power Meiers for PGA Tour Golf. George: 3.5 3.5 3.0 4.0 Rob: 3.0 3.0 3.5

YOUR GUIDE TO THE LATEST RELEASES

NES TITLE COMPANY PLAY INFO
POWER METER RATINGS
G P C T

GAME TYPE

DARKWING DUCK CAPCOM ip 3.9 3.9 3.9 3.8 COMIC ADVENTURE

MATCHBOX RACERS MATCHBOX ip 2.9 3.3 2.7 2.9 DRIVING

PAPERBOY 2 MINDSCAPE 2P-A 2.8 3.0 2.7 3.0 COMIC ACTION
ROBOCOP 3 OCEAN IP 3.3 2.9 3.0 2.8 HERO ACTION
WACKY RACES ATLUS IP 3.3 3.5 3.3 3.4 COMIC ACTION

GAME BOY TITLE COMPANY PLAY INFO
POWER METER RATINGS
G P C T

GAME TYPE

BATMAN: RETURN OF THE JOKER SUNSOFT ip 3.9 EH EH 3.6 HERO ACTION
4 IN 1 FUNPAK Tinterplay 2P-A 3.7 3.5 3.3 3.5 BOARD GAMES
JACK NICKLAUS GOLF TRADEWEST 1P/PASS 2.9 3.1 2.9 3.1 GOLF
NAIL 'N SCALE DATA EAST 2P-S 2.7 3.2 3.0 3.1 PUZZLE ACTION
PAPERBOY 2 MINDSCAPE 2P-A 2.5 2.7 2.3 2.2 COMIC ACTION

WORK BOY FABTEK r ip N/A N/AN/AN/A ORGANIZER

CONTRAm: THE ALIEN WARS KONAMI 2P-S 4.3 4.4 4.3 3.9 MILITARY ACTION

JACK NICKLAUS GOLF TRADEWEST 4P-A/PASS

2P-S

3.3

2.8

3.3

3.4

3.0 3.0 GOLF

RAIDEN TRAD ELECTRO BRAIN 2.7 2.6 MILITARY ACTION

PGA TOUR GOLF ELECTRONIC ARTS 4P-A 3.3 3.3 3.2 3.4 GOLF
SUPER ADVENTURE ISLAND

SUPER SOCCER

HUDSON IP 3.7 3.6 3.8 3.4 COMIC ACTION
NINTENDO 2P/PASS 3.6 3.6 4.1

3.3

3.8

3.2

SOCCER
SUPER SOCCER CHAMP TAITO 2P-S 3.2 3.6 SOCCER
TRUE GOLF CLASSICS: PEBBLE BEACH T&ESOFT 4P-A/BATT 3.8 3.4 3.8 3.6

3.1

GOLF
XARDION ASMIK 1P/BATT 3.3 3.1 3.1 SCI-FI ACTION

siM/

y

You can get the most out of our

game chart by understanding

the categories. Title, Company
and Game Type are self

explanatory. Use this Key to

understand Play Info and the

valuablePower Meter ratings.

PLAY INFO
Games aremade to be played with as many
as four players. Some also employ a battery

or password to savegame play data.

IP = ONE PLAYER
2P-S = TWO PLAYERS SIMULTANEOUS
2P-A= TWO PLAYERS ALTERNATING
4P-A= FOUR PLAYERS ALTERNATING
BATT = BATTERY
PASS = PASSWORD

POWER METER
The Pros at Nintendo HQ rate

each new game. Ratings are

from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) in

four different categories.

G = GRAPHICS AND SOUND
P = PLAY CONTROL
C = CHALLENGE

T = THEME AND fUN
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There were no big movers this month, but Super Mario Land did reclaim the #1 slot which it vacat-
ed last month. The NES version of The Legend of Zelda is one of the oldest titles on the charts, how-
ever it continues to see very strong votes.

B
8,914
POINTS

Konths

2
5,690
POINTS

[44 months)

SUPER MARIO BROS. 3
«»tecmo super bowl

The key to the Mario Brothers'

J success is their lasting appeal in

all three categories: Pros. Players

and Dealers.

7 ai TETRIS

9 X', DR. MARIO

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA 10 POINTS SUPER MARIO BROS. 2

The Pros, ignited by A Link To
The Past are breaking out Zelda

for the NES. The fever continues

to spread,

CRYSTALIS

BATTLETOADS

flO 2,618
‘

l £. POINTS

13 POINTS

14 POINTS

TMNT E: THE ARCADE GAME

MEGA MAN E
Strong Dealer and Pro

A 79 S
votes ensure Mega Man

T tends in the top ranks of

P the volatile NES category.

Way to go!

POINTS

Those terrific Toads continue to

have an outstanding amount of

Player appeal. The Pros feel the

same way!

FINAL FANTASY

MEGA MAN I
BATMAN

MONOPOLY

4,332
POINTS

The Light Warriors must
lead charmed lives. One of

the greatest NES RPG’s
continues to hold strong
near the top.

16 POINTS TINY TOON ADVENTURES

II POINTS CASTLEVANIA I: DRACULA'S CURSE

[181

as
I20j NINJA GAIDEN

I
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0 20

SUPER NES

1
12,913
POINTS

-

l 4 MONTHS )

SUPER MARIO WORLD
An incredible amount of Player

support helps to keep the Mario

Brothers at the top of the Super
NES heap.

9,854
POINTS

4 MONTHS

FINAL FANTASY n
Just like its NES predeces-

/ sor. Final Fantasy II for the
SuDer NES is verv stronp inSuper NES is very strong ir

each of the voting cate-

gories.

6,465
POINTS

SIMCITY
Landforms, landforms, land-

forms. There's enough to
keep everyone very busy
for many months to come.

fH
gl

CASTLEVANIAI

FINAL FIGHT

ACTRAISER

Always strong at #2, F-Zero
provides an excellent way to
build up your tolerance to
motion sickness. It's fast!

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:S
Big things are expected of this

game. The Pros have no doubt
that it will fulfill all Player and
Dealer expectations.

\V

SUPER GHOULS 'N GHOSTS

CONTRA
1

[12 POINTS JOHN MADDEN’S FOOTBALL

(mBD U.N. SQUADRON

SOPER OFF-ROAD

“

LEMMINGS

HOME ALONE

;iT5a TRUE GOLF CLASSICS: AAIALAE C.C.

18 SUPER TENNIS

[19 POINTS ]
SUPER R-TVPE

20 WANDERERS FROM Ys

16 POINTS

GAME BOY

SUPER MARIO LAND
After a brief drop to #2.
Mario’s sole Game Boy adven-
ture returns to claim the covet-

ed # I spot again.

METROIDn«

. MARIO

4,804
POINTS

BATTLETOADS
Very strong with the Pros
and Players, the 'Toads
should begin picking up at

the Dealer level at any
time.

4,554
POINTS

MEGA MAN'S
'

5

The Players know a great

game when they see one,

but that's not the only rea-

son Mega Man resides in

the top 5!

SAMUS

Samus blasted through to the

11 top slot last month, but she
can't get past Mario this month.
She'll be back!

7 POINTS CASTLEVANIA H:kiwkm

8 poms TMNT: fall of the foot clan

9 POINTS TMNTI: BACK FROM TIE SEWERS

10 S'l, FINAL FANTASY LEGEND

'll gr SUPER R.C. PRO-AM

(i2~ggT)

Hangin' in there at #3, the
good Dr. knows how to beat
back the competition as well as

those nasty viruses.

115 kSmTts

1 6 POINTS

IIZjsKs.

FACEBALL 2000

TERMINATOR 2

OPERATION C

F-i RACE

HOME ALONE(W,

[l9[Siin FINAL FANTASY LEGEND I

20^.5 THE ADDAMS FAMILY
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WHAT ARE YOUR FAVORITE SUPER NES ACTION/ADVENTURE GAMES?

PLAYER’S PICKS

Brandojr&qnkley iDarcy IwKissette
Ft WorfTp"W^. I WindsorTomiSB^

PilotWings

SimCity

Super Mario World
Gradius M
Darius Twin

PLAYER'S PICKS

Final Fight

F-Zero

The Legend of Zelda:

A Link To The Past

Super Mario World
Super R-Type

Super Mario World
U.N. Squadron
SimCity

Super Ghouls ‘N Ghosts
The Legend of Zelda:

A Link To The Past

TAKE 5
The readers of Nintendo Power have

voted these games to be their Top 5

Super NES Action/Adventure
games. Cast a vote for your favorites

in the Players Poll this month.

TZ7“

ActRaiser

Final Fantasy I
Final Fight

The Legend of Zelda:

A Link To The Past

SimCity

zsnmm

Bri^hd-ee
M

a

disoTTH-

The Legend of Zelda:

A Link To The Past

CastlevaniaE
Super Baseball Simulator 1 .000

F-Zero
Super Tennis

AaronjVktguez

Super Mario World
F-Zero

John Madden’s Football

Castlevania E
Super R-Type

tasnmsm

3. Final Fight

1. Super Mario World 4. Castlevania IS
o The Legend of Zelda:

A Link To The Past 5. ActRaiser
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PlcSjeZPtofte
NP: What did you think of the new
Super NES games we sent you?

MJH I played Lemmings. It was great! I

like the challenge. It’s really cool how
you have to figure out what Lemming
you need and put it in the right place.

It’s kind of hard to tell the different ones

apart from their pictures on the screen,

though. They were too small. It didn’t

take long to figure out the Blasters, but

some of the others looked too much
alike.

JZ: I played WWF Super WresdeMania.

The graphics were fabulous! I liked run-

ning and bouncing off the ropes, and the

move where you run and jump kick. I

didn’t play long enough to figure out

what the X Button does, though!

NP: Have you ever called a Nintendo

Game Counselor when you’ve been

stuck in a game?

JZ: No, I just ask my friends. We trade

tips and stuff all the time.

NP: How about you, Melissa? Have you

ever called for help?

MJH No, when I’m stuck I ask my sis-

ters and brother. They know everything

about our games!

NP: Your character, Clarissa, creates

great video games in the show. If you
could create a game, what would it be

about?

MJH I don’t know, but the lead would

definitely be a girl, and the boys would

be enemies. Maybe I’d put Jason’s face

on a spider or something. (Just kidding,

Jason!)

NP: How about you, Jason?

JZ: I like games like ActRaiser—ones

that make you think. I’d make it look

very realistic, and it wouldn’t just be a

shoot’em up. It would be a quest, not an

action game. You’d have to think and

find out what to do next.

Melissa and Jason always give you some-

thing to think about in their show, too.

Be sure to catch them in the next episode

of Clarissa Explains It All, airing

Sundays on Nickelodeon.

Ferguson (Jason Zimbler) does some explaining of his

own to big sis, Clarissa (Melissa Joan Hart).

So you want to know every-

thing about how you can be a

hip teenager, despite having a

dorky little brother andparents
whose picture appears beside

the word "embarrassing" in the

dictionary? Ifso, you ’re not

alone. Plenty ofother long-suf-

fering teens tune in weekly to

catch the sage advice of
Clarissa in Nickelodeon 's

Clarissa Explains It AU, the

surprise Nick hit now in its

second season. From her van-

tage point, Clarissa addresses

the audience directly to explain

what’s going on, and she uses

computer games to illustrate

her points. What makes the

show so cooll MelissaJoan Hart, who plays

Clarissa, explains it all: “It has a new per-

spective. It’s the only show of its kind with

a girl lead, and it focuses on how events

affect the Darlingfamily members, not a

bunch ofotherpeople.
”

Just after they filmed the first episodes for

this year, we talked with Melissa and co-

star Jason Zimbler, who plays her little

brother, Ferguson, about the show, each oth-

er, and the role video games play in their

real lives. We also gave them a chance to

play some new games for the Super NES,
Lemmings andSuper WWF WrestleMania.

Nintendo Power: How much are you
like the character you play?

Melissa Joan Hart: In some ways I am,

but I’m not as much into computers as

Clarissa is. We sort of dress alike, but my
clothes match!

NP: How about you Jason? Are you into

computers?

Jason Zimbler: Oh yeah, I’m interested

in programming and stuff. I use it for

typing things and for doing my home-
work. If I’m not using it for work, I’m

playing games on it.

NP: There’s a lot of sibling rivalry

between your characters in the show. Is

there some on the set, too?

MJH and JZ: Yes!

MJH But mostly there’s a lot of joking

around. Between scenes, Jason always

runs to play video games on his Super

NES.

NP: What are you playing these days,

Jason?

JZ: ActRaiser— it's so cool! I’ve beaten

the first set of monsters and I’m develop-

ing civilization in Northwall, if you
know where that is.
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Krusty’s Fun House acclaim
Krusty’s Fun House for the

Super NES is nothing like the earlier

Simpson’s action games from Acclaim,

but don’t have a cow. This puzzle game
not only looks good and features the

world’s rudest clown, it is also a super

gaming challenge. Actually, it is an ad-

aptation ofa computer game called Rat

Trap. The object of the game is for

Krusty to lead a bunch of mice into a

machine where they are turned into

balloons. Correctly positioned blocks

help get the mice over various obstacles,

but Krusty must also contend with en-

emies and traps. Although the initial

stages are simple and direct, later stages

become mind-bogglingly treacherous.

Like Lemmings, this game requires a

vast reservoir of patience, but you also

have to be nimble and quick or Krusty

will get burned. Even better news is that

a NES version of Krusty’s Fun House
is in the works.

The Super NES Simpson’s adven-

ture, Bart’sNightmare created by Sculp-
tured Software, is also in development.

So far, Pak Watch has seen only an early

version, but what we saw was promis-

ing. The worlds through which Bart

must pass are wonderfully weird, like

Virus World and Indy World (picture

Bart with a leather vest and whip). In

another stage, Bart dons the guise ofaT.

Rex. Cool, dude. On the NES front,

this Pak Watcher recently hit the road

with Ferrari Grand Prix Challenge. This

single-player racing game features 16

courses around the world, a practice

mode, password, pit stops and speeds

exceeding 300 kph. Narrow roadways,

sharp turns and aggressive opponents

make it quite a challenge. Expect to see

this game later this summer.

Bart's Nightmare Ferrari Grand Prix
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Lemmings
Just because you don’t have a Super

NES doesn’t mean that you have to jump
off a cliff. SunSoft’s Lemmings, the game
ofrodent resourcefulness, is coming soon
to the NES. Originally a PC game from
European developer, Psygnosis, Lemmings
soon became an award-winning hit. The
object is to get as many Lemming folk

from a starting gate to an exit door within

a given time. Theproblem is thatcunning

programmers have placed a nightmare

course of obstacles in the way of the

inoffensive Lemmings. Luckily for them,

and you, Lemmings can be given special

talents, like the skill to build steps, dig

holes, explode bombs and direct traffic.

By commanding your Lemmings to use

these skills, you can create a safe path

through the bedlam to save the critters.

Lemmings is both a puzzle game and an

action game, and as you reach the higher

levels you’ll find the challenge is enough

DragonStrike
Although DragonStrike for the NES

is called an official Advanced Dungeons
& Dragons product, this game has little

in common with traditional AD&D
RPGs like Pools of Radiance. In fact,

DragonStrike isan action game in which

you control your own fire-breathing

dragon in aerial combat. This Pak
Watcher was impressed both by the

overhead view, which allows the battle

to rage across the landscape, and the

ease of control. Dragons may be crea-

tures of fantasy, but the controls for

flying and firing are as natural as ifyou
were born with wings. The game play is

based on a series of missions in which

SUNSOFT

to make your head explode. Once you’ve

figured out an area, you’ll receive a pass-

word so you can start at the next level.

There are a few less Lemmings on the

screen, and a few less levels of difficulty

than the SuperNES version. Oh, andyou
can’t listen to the Lemmings squeek in

stereo. On the other hand, theNES Lem-
mings is easier to control, looks great, and

captures all the fun and challenge of its

more powerful sibling.

FCI

your dragon must destroy a predeter-

mined number of targets. The targets

range from other dragons to ships to

castles to monsters, but the real chal-

lenge is staying alive while attacking,

because the landscape below swarms
with enemies who shoot arrows at you,

sling stones and otherwise make these

skies about as friendly as boiling oil.

You also have to watch out for cliffs and
mountains, and learn to use these natu-

ral features strategically during battle.

You may not believe in dragons now,

but you will if you play DragonStrike.
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Capcors
Gold Medal Challenge ‘92 capcom

You won’t have to go to

Spain this summer to participate in

world class competition thanks to

Capcom’s Gold Medal Challenge ’92

for the NES. Pak Watch first caught a

glimpseofthis athletic endeavor atWin-
ter CES, but a look at the most recent

version reveals more features. There are

22 events in all, covering disciplines in

track & field, swimming, gymnastics,

and weight-lifting. There is also a Mara-

thon raceand theTriathalon. TheGame
Pak also has a battery back-up and a

two-player mode. Once you’ve mas-

tered the control sequences, which takes

a little doing on some events, your keys t<

the gold will be good timing and finger

stamina. There’s even a medal ceremony

for the victors.

Track & Field KONAMI
'
Adaptations of classic ar-

cade games for the Game Boy system

seems to be a trend these days...and a

good trend if care is taken to make a

quality product that preserves the fun

and challenge that made thegamepopu-
lar in the arcade. Konami’s Track &
Field is certainlyon the right track. The
most impressive aspect is the easy-to-

learn control sequences for the different

events. The developmental version re-

ceived at Pak Watch Central contained

only some of the events, though, and

programmers at Konami have not de-

cided what all to include for the final

game, which Konami hopes to have on

the market by the end of the summer.

Already, with Training and Olympic

Events, plus aVersus Mode for two-player

action, Track& Field looks like a winner.

NBA
LJN will be giving

you the chance to test your Hoop skills

against the biggest stars in the NBA
when NBA All-Star Challenge 2 hits

the stores later this year. Although we
haven’t seen a playable version of this

Game Boy sequel, sources'at LJN tell us

that the new game will include stars

from all 27 NBA teams including

Michael Jordan, Hakeem Olajuwon,

Charles Barkley and Clyde Drexler.

The idea of the game is to take on the

greats in specialty competitions like

Slam Dunk and 3-Point Shootouts.

The game should include a Game Link

2
option for two-player competitions. If

NBA 2 is anything like the original

NBA All-Star Challenge, it could be

even hotter still.
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JAPAN WATCH
In Japan there is a sort of tradition that when a new game in the Dragon Quest

series (Dragon Warrior in the United States) is released during the winter, few other
games are released in direct competition. Companies plan on releasing games after

the Dragon Quest frenzy subsides. So imagine the mayhem when Enix suddenly
delayed the release of Dragon Quest V last February. No one knew when it would
be “safe” to release their spring games. One game that braved the uncertain market
was Romancing Saga, a Role Playing Adventure in the tradition of Final Fantasy II

from Square. The game for the Super Famicom has great replay potential due to an

ever-changing storyline. The battle scenes have the best animation yet for this type

ofRPG and the world ofMardius is BIG. Great graphics complete the picture and
some speculators in Japan believe that Enix delayed Dragon Quest V in order to

match or better Square’s continuing innovations in RPGs. In the long run, this kind

ofcompetition will pay off in better games for players in both Japan and the U.S.

GOSSIP GALORE
Pak Watching can be a little like forecasting the weather. You never know for sure

when a game will hit town—like Gargoyle’s Quest from Capcom. This NES title has

remained elusivelyon the horizon for several months and our sources at Capcom still

have big question marks hovering over their heads regarding a completion date. Also

showing up only on long range forecasts is Acclaim’s George Foreman boxing game.
Pak Watch has learned that NES and Game Boy versions of the game are planned.
We’ve also heard rumblings about Spiderman 2 for Game Boy.

Elsewhere in Pak news, a nearly finished version of Super Faceball from BPS
found its way to Pak Watch HQwhere it has taken up near permanent residence in

our Super NES. Hot! SpeakingofHQs,T.HQ(Toy Headquarters) has a line-up that

includes Swamp Thing (for all three Nintendo systems). Where’s Waldo?, Family
Dog, Robosaurus, James BondJr. and this PakWatchers favorite moose, Bullwinkle,

all for the Super NES. One-time Power editorand game guru, Howard Phillips, now
directs the creative projects forT.HQ. Will Waldo be wearing a bow tie? NOT! You
won’t catch RARE’s Battletoads wearing bow ties, either, unless they have spikes on
them. A quick look at the early stages of Battletoads In Battlemaniacs for the Super

NES revealed two-toad action and stunning backgrounds. Final analysis: the future

looks bright!

SUPER FACEBALL BATTLETOADS IN

BATTLEMANIACS WHERE'S WALDO?

Ariel (The Little Mermaid)

Lunar Chase

M.C. Kids

NBA 2

Track & Field
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NEXT ISSUE
COMING NEXT MONTH IN VOLUME 37

LEMMINGS
The Lemmings are coming—and going, unless you can put

them on the track that will take them to their ship. Next month,

we’ll take a look at Lemmings mayhem for the NES.

DRAGONSTRIKE
Swooping and wheeling through the skies of a magical kingdom,

your dragon faces trials by fire and water, earth and air. The
graceful serpents are at your beck and call.

STAR WARS
It’s the adventure that spans the stars. From the desert home
world of Luke Skywalker to the depths of the Imperial Death

Star where Princess Leia is held captive.

BACK ISSUES
These Nintendo Power back issues are available

individually. Add them to your collection! They
contain these exciting reviews:

Volume 24 (May '91): Vice: Project Doom, The
Adventures of Lolo HI, The Rocketeer, The Lone

Ranger.

Volume 25 (June '91): Battletoads, Day Dreamin'

Davey, NES Open Tournament Golf.

Volume 26 (July '91): Robin Hood, Rockin' Kats, The

Little Mermaid.

Volume 27 (Aug. '91): Ninja Gaiden 3, Dragon
Warrior n& ID, Darkman.
Volume 28 (Sept. ‘91

: Super Mario World, Star

Wars, Smash TV, Kick Master.

Volume 29 (Oct. ‘91): Star Trek, F-Zero, Metroid,

Shatterhond, Roger Clemens MVP Baseball.

Volume 30 (Nov. '91): Final Fantasy II, Tom & Jerry,

Where In Time Is Carmen Sandiego, Flintstones,

Ultimate Air Combat.

Volume 31 (Dec. '91): Tiny Toon Adventures, Batman:

Return of the Joker, Actroiser, Metroid II: Return of

Samus (Game Boy).

Volume 32 (Jan. '92): Mega Man EZ, Monster In My
Pocket, Tecmo Super Bowl.

Volume 33 (Feb. '92): TMNT HI: The Manhattan
Project, The Simpsons: Bart vs. The Worid, Rampart,

Gl Joe: The Atlantis Factor.

Volume 34 (Mar. '92): The Empire Strikes Back,

Terminator 2, Nightshade, McKids, Lemmings, Zelda:

A Link To The Past.

Volume 35 (Apr. '92): Captain America & The
Avengers, T&C 2: Thrilla's Surfari, Yoshi.

To order use the Back Issue/Tip Book Order
Form in this magazine or call our Consumer
Service number to purchase by credit card.

SPECIAL OFFERS
Issues from our first two years are available

only in special collector's sets. You won't find

these extremely helpful issues at newsstands!

Volumes 1 through 6 featuring classic games are

included in the First-Year Set.

ARCANA
The mystical world of Arcana blurs the boundaries between reali-

ty and astrology. In this unique RPG you’ll find creatures of the

tarot that have come to life.

Super Mario Bros. 3
Tetris

Final Fantasy

Five of the most popular NES games of all time

are featured in Volumes 7 through 1 2.

STRATEGY GUIDES
AND TIP BOOKS

Nintendo Power's Strategy Guides and tip

books cover some of the most popular games
ever and contain the most complete informa-

tion. If you like these games and want to know
every single detail about them-these Strategy

Guides are definitely the way to go!

STRATEGY GUIDES:

Super Mario Bros. 3
Ninja Gaiden B
Final Fantasy

4-Player Extra

TIP BOOKS:
The Legend of Zelda: Tips and Tactics

How to Win at Super Mario Bros.

Use the Back Issue/Tip Book Order Form in this

magazine to order your books today.
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PLAYER'S GUIDES

/our rood

mop to NES success!

Comprehensive
coverage of 1 36 Game
Boy titles. This is by far the best

source of information for Game Boy.

THE place to find the inside story

on Mario, plus a whopping 1 40-page
review of Super Mario World for

the Super NES.

b titles and detailed reviews

of 1 9 spectacular games!

SUPER POWER '92
THE SUPER SCOPE 6™ MALL TOUR

The trucks are rollin’ and SuperPower ‘92 is in high gear. The
Super Scope 6 Mall Tour is on the road now through the end of
May! The tour is stopping at major malls throughout the United
States for three-day weekend events. Try your hand with the

Super Scope 6 - Nintendo’s first Super NES accessory. Win cool

prizes! Play the newest Super NES games and talk with
Nintendo Game Counselors. Check the listings below to see if

SuperPower ‘92 will be making a stop at a mall near you! The
dates and locations may be subject to change. Please call 1-800-

255-3700 to confirm Mall Tour locations.

(tom
ULTRA

LOCATION DATE

Atlanta
Boston
Dallas

Philadelphia

April 24-26

Dallas

Minneapolis

Philadelphia

May 1 -3

Cleveland
Minneapolis
New York
Philadelphia

May 8-10

Houston
Los Angeles May 15-17

Washington D.C.

Cleveland
Danbury, CT
Detroit

Seattle

May 22-24

Baltimore

San Francisco

Washington D.C.
May 29-31

PiAHAUTRE
HOTTESTNEM(jAMES!

. ANDMORE<jREAT(}AMES///

| POWER TRIVIA ANSWERS 1

| from Volume 35 1

1. NES = 543, Game Boy = 1 76, Super NES =

^ 39; 2. 4 years; 3 . Super Mario Bros.; 4 . Day S
Sg Dreamin’ Davey; 5. 7 issues; 6. David Letterman; ^
| 7. $15 -and it’s STILL $15!; 8.23 sames; |

9. 4 Megs J
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4. ETRoAtoT S, 6/*V
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


